The Senate met at 10 a.m. and was called to order by the President pro tempore (Mr. GRASSLEY).

PRAYER
The Chaplain, Dr. Barry C. Black, offered the following prayer:
Let us pray.
Eternal God, our rock of safety, hear our prayers. Help us to live that the generations to come will know of Your mighty acts.
Today, give our lawmakers the hearts to seek, find, and follow Your will. Lord, guide them in the path You have created, inspiring them with the potency of Your powerful presence. May they trust You in adversity and prosperity, knowing that they will reap a productive harvest if they persevere. Lord, we trust You to lead us with Your loving providence.
We pray in Your merciful Name.
Amen.

PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE
The President pro tempore led the Pledge of Allegiance, as follows:
I pledge allegiance to the Flag of the United States of America, and to the Republic for which it stands, one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all.

Mr. GRASSLEY. Madam President, I ask unanimous consent to speak for 1 minute in morning business.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mrs. HYDE-SMITH). Without objection, it is so ordered.

The Senator from Iowa.

WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION
Mr. GRASSLEY. Madam President, I want to talk about the World Trade Organization. I have said what I am going to say now before. So I want to say it again: The United States must reaffirm its commitment to significant reform of the World Trade Organization. The United States must move to revitalize that organization because the World Trade Organization advances the cause of free and fair global trade, and they necessarily do it because of the modern economy we are in.

It is imperative that we continue to double down on the efforts that demonstrate the United States’ leadership at Geneva, the headquarters of the World Trade Organization. That includes our efforts to reform the World Trade Organization appellate body, to work on subsidies that too many countries are using, and to continue ongoing negotiations to accomplish these goals.

The World Trade Organization can and should play an important role in the global economic recovery from our virus pandemic. I urge the administration and my colleagues here in the Senate to advocate for our interests. I urge the Trump administration to confront trade distortions, and most importantly, this administration must encourage all World Trade Organization members to unite in an effort to lift us out of the nearly unprecedented global downturn we have had in trade because of the virus pandemic.
I yield the floor.

RECOGNITION OF THE MAJORITY LEADER
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The majority leader is recognized.

HEALS ACT
Mr. McCONNELL. Yesterday, Senate Republicans put forward the HEALS Act, our framework for another round of historic relief for American workers and families.

Our Nation stands at a challenging crossroads. We have one foot in this pandemic and one foot in the recovery. We can’t go back to April, and until we have a vaccine, we can’t go back to normal either. What the American people need is smart, safe, and sustainable middle ground, and they need Congress’s help to construct it. That is exactly what our major proposal would do.

Everyone knows that another rescue package will need to be bipartisan to pass the Senate. So the question before the country is now really quite simple: Are we going to see the versions of House and Senate Democrats that helped us unanimously pass the CARES Act back in March, or are we, instead, going to see the same Democrats who decided to block police reform in June and lash out at Senator Tim SCOTT’s proposal instead of working with him to make law? In other words, do the Speaker of the House and the Democratic leader believe that struggling Americans deserve an outcome, or do they want to stay on the sidelines and recite talking points?

Well, yesterday, even before the Democrats had seen our legislation,
they began attacking it. All the tired, old partisan tropes were trotted out. Before releasing a proposal that wants to give schools even more reopening money than the House Democrats’ bill and which would continue additional unemployment benefits at eight times the dollar amount Democrats established during the last crisis, we were informed here on the floor that “those Republican hard-right money people . . . don’t want the Federal Government to help anybody.”

This is beyond parody.

Republicans put forward a trillion-dollar proposal for kids, jobs, and healthcare, including direct cash to households, and even more cash to unemployed people. And the Democrats say it proves we don’t want to help people. They say it proves we don’t want to help people. These are not serious statements. It is politics as usual, with talking points that went stale 20 years ago.

But the week is young and the HEALS Act is full of provisions I would, frankly, dare my Democratic colleagues to actually say they oppose. Republicans want to extend supplemental unemployment insurance at hundreds of dollars per week. If Democrats block legislation, it will stop all together.

Republicans want to send thousands of dollars more to American families through direct payments. If Democrats will not come to the table, they will get nothing.

Republicans want to use tax incentives to encourage the rehiring of laid-off workers and the creation of safer workplaces through things like testing, remodeling, and PPE. If Democrats block action, workers will be on their own.

Republicans want to specifically protect Medicare seniors from a spike in premiums because of COVID. If Democrats treat the HEALS Act the way they treated police reform, seniors will not negotiate, the “now open” businesses above water. If Democrats targeted round of PPE to keep small businesses open, they would benefit if this bill were signed into law.

This is absolutely a time to be generous and provide additional Federal relief to people who have been laid off, but we should not be redistributing money away from the essential workers who have remained at their posts.

We should not be texting somebody who has been stocking shelves for months so the government can pay their neighbor more than she makes to sit at home. That is what we are talking about—taxing essential workers to sit at home. That is what we are talking about—taxing essential workers to sit at home.

One study by university economists just found these benefits can exceed people’s previous incomes two-thirds of the time. They found a medium recipient earns 134 percent of their prior salary. That means half are making even more than that. That is just not fair. It is not compatible with a reopening economy and more than 6 in 10 Americans feel this creates a disincentive to work.

Even the Democratic House majority leader said just this morning that our perspective “has some validity to it and we have to deal with that . . . It’s not $600 or bust.” That was the majority leader in the House. The Democratic majority leader in the House said: “It’s not $600 or bust.” So let’s get past these partisan cheap shots and have an adult conversation.

Look at it this way. Think about one street, one block in one neighborhood, anywhere in America. Think how they would benefit if this bill were signed into law. Right now, several families on that block probably have no idea whether their kids will be heading back to school in a few weeks. Our bill would provide the money and legal certainty for school districts to reopen safely.

Let’s talk about the families’ pocketbooks. Likely, every mailbox on that street will come down and the “going out of business” signs will replace them.

Republicans want to proactively expand our domestic manufacturing capability for masks and PPE and medical countermeasures. If Democrats refuse to negotiate, we will be just as dependent on adversaries as competitors in the next crisis.

Republicans want to protect doctors, nurses, school districts, and essential workers from a second epidemic of frivolous lawsuits. If Democrats don’t come to the table, our Nation’s reopening will be at the mercy of trial lawyers.

Republicans want to go even further to backstop hospitals and healthcare providers and fuel the sprint for vaccines. If Democrats will not let us, Americans will just have to cross our fingers and hope the medical system remains stable or helps pay for health and safety in the workplace.

Maybe some other people on the street will be at the mercy of trial lawyers. If Democrats don’t come to the table, our Nation’s reopening will not hear from workers that they are earning more by staying at home. Those unemployed workers will get back on the job faster when our bill supercharges incentives for rehiring and helps pay for health and safety in the workplace.

But because we are doing it smarter, if anyone in the street owns a coffee shop or a contracting business, they will not hear from workers that they are earning more by staying at home.

The Democrats face a simple choice. They can come to the table, work with the Republicans, and engage seriously to make law for the American people or they can stay on the sidelines, point fingers, and let another rescue package go to another country. The Democrats are ready to govern. We just need the Democrats to decide whether they are serious about actually making law.
for the quorum call be rescinded. The unanimous consent that the order to proceed to call the roll.

The clerk will call the roll. The senior assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. SCHUMER. Madam President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

RECOGNITION OF THE MINORITY LEADER

The Democratic leader is recognized.

CORONAVIRUS

Mr. SCHUMER. Madam President, yesterday, after putting the Senate on pause for 3 months and after months of blocking nearly every Democratic attempt to pass legislation related to the coronavirus, the Senate Republicans finally revealed their long overdue proposal for the next phase of COVID relief.

In my many years of serving in this Chamber, I have never seen a Republican majority—a Senate majority of any type—respond to a national emergency in such a disorganized and disoriented fashion. Weeks of infighting among the Republicans and the White House caused unnecessary and harmful delays.

Instead of presenting a single, unified bill, the Republicans released several separate drafts last night, and there might be more today. They can't agree on one bill. They can't get 51 votes for anything that is comprehensive and that deals with the very real problems the American people face. Even before the Republicans announced their bills, senior Republican Senators admitted they lacked the full support of the Republicans. Two Republican chairmen have said that probably half of the Republican Senate will vote against their own proposals. Worst of all, the Republican proposal in response to the greatest economic crisis in 75 years is Let them eat cake.

Republican proposal; they just don't have jobs to do it, and we are not going to let them starve while that happens.

God forbid we paid tens of millions of unemployed Americans a life line until we defeat this disease and get our economy back on its feet seems to be the Republican attitude. The Republicans seem to think the American people are a bunch of loafers. Well, they are not.

Now, we Democrats want to get something done. We are certainly frustrated with the dithering, the disunity, and the lack of understanding of the depth of the crisis coming from the Republican side, but that will not stop us. We must press on with bipartisan negotiations. Time is running out. We cannot afford to fail. But the Republican proposal is not an adequate starting point.

History is repeating itself. Each time we came together in the past to pass COVID 2, COVID 3, and COVID 3.5, it was because both parties sat down with each other and negotiated the hard work. But that was only after Republicans dared us and put an inadequate proposal on the floor and said: We will blame you. We held firm. They came back. We negotiated a much better bill. My hope, my belief, is that they will have to do that again.

Leader MCCONNELL is in his “Alice in Wonderland” characterizations here on your family’s future, the Republican plan leaves you out in the cold. The consequences of the Republican policy on unemployment alone would be disastrous. Those enhanced benefits have kept 12 million Americans out of poverty. Those enhanced benefits are the one bright spot in this declining economy—that consumer spending is going up now, in large part because of pandemic unemployment insurance as well as PFFP.

One of the few things that has kept our economy from deteriorating further is that those unemployment benefits have boosted consumer spending. That is why economists say the Republican proposal could cost over 1 million jobs this year and 3.4 million jobs next year. The Republican proposal is causing us to lose even more jobs.

States have warned us that the Republican plan on unemployment is unworkable. We called State unemployment offices yesterday to ask them what would happen if the Republicans passed this new scheme. One State office simply said: Chaos. Chaos. Office after office said it would take weeks, months, to implement the new plan. What are people going to do during those weeks and months when they are not getting unemployment insurance?

The idea on the Republican side that we have to slash unemployment benefits because otherwise Americans won’t go back to work is exaggerated. Americans want to work, are ready to work, and are desperate to get back to work. Some little faith in the people. Such a bad outlook on human nature. People want to work, Republican friends; they just don’t have jobs to do it, and we are not going to let them starve while that happens.

Who are the Republicans fighting for in this proposal? Tax breaks for three-martini lunches but no food assistance for the poor? Immunity for corporations but no immunity for Americans facing eviction? Twenty, thirty million unemployed Americans and Republicans say take a 30-percent pay cut? Who are the Republicans fighting for in this proposal?

If you are a big bank, a defense contractor, a member of the Trump family, the Republican proposal has some good news for you, but if you can barely afford the rent, can’t find work, can’t feed your kids, or are fighting for...
the floor. I can’t believe them. He keeps insisting that a bipartisan spirit led to the CARES Act, but he skips over the fact that he dropped a partisan bill on the floor, and Democrats had to insist on continuing negotiating to make the bill significantly better. There’s a lot of revisionist history going on outside the other side of the aisle.

This morning, McConnell continued with his “Alice in Wonderland” logic, suggesting that Democrats are going to be the ones standing in the way of more relief. Let’s not forget that Republicans dithered for 3 months while Democrats pleaded for action on COVID. Speaker Pelosi and I wrote to Leader McConnell 3 weeks ago and said: Let’s sit down and talk. We didn’t hear a peep out of him.

When Republicans finally woke up to the calamity in our country, they bickered among themselves for a week, as the country approached several cliffs—unemployment, eviction, State and local governments, and more. Now that the Republicans finally have a proposal, it is corporate-focused, doesn’t meet the needs of the American people, and half of their own caucus probably won’t support it anyway.

Leader McConnell, a few minutes ago, said: If Democrats don’t want to negotiate a bill—I will remind the leader that last night, Chief of Staff Meadows, Secretary Mnuchin, Speaker Pelosi, and I were in the Speaker’s office negotiating. Why didn’t Mnuchin and Meadows—Senator McConnell along? Because the Senate Republicans can’t get their act together and produce a unified position.

So, Leader McConnell, I have a suggestion: Instead of blaming Democrats, how about Senate Republicans and Leader McConnell get their act together, roll up their sleeves, and actually get to do real work and solve these problems.

Every time—every time we have come to pass critical relief, Democrats have forced our Republican colleagues and the White House to come to the table and negotiate in a serious way. That is what we have to do again. We need bipartisan, bicameral negotiations to produce a bill that meets the needs of the American people. We Democrats will continue to do that.

Speaker Pelosi and I will be meeting with Mnuchin and Meadows again tonight in an effort to try to get a bill because the needs of the American people, the American economy, and the American health are so great. Let’s come together and get something done. America desperately needs our help.

I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Illinois.

Mr. Durbin. Madam President, I want to thank my colleague and leader on the Democratic side, Senator Schumer, for his specific, articulate, and direct questions of where we stand today in the Senate.

Faced with the worst public health crisis in 100 years, faced with the worst economic crisis in 75 to 80 years, the message from the Republican side of the aisle is “Think small. Do as little as possible. Let’s see how this works out.”

At a time when we have unemployment figures breaking all records, when we have 10 times the unemployment claims in Illinois that we did a year ago—I might add, 10 times the unemployment claims in the Commonwealth of Kentucky that they did a year ago. Bringing to mind, from the Republican side of the aisle that the problem with our economy is not unemployment; it is the fact that the people who are unemployed are being given too much money.

Right now, if you have a Federal benefit package worth $600 a week that was enacted in the CARES Act on March 26. That expires in 3 days. It is a $600-a-week Federal supplement over the State payment. What the Republicans have suggested is that $600 Federal supplement to $200, and then they turn and say: Well, what we really want to do is to compensate the workers with 70 percent of what they were earning when they got laid off.

There is a real serious problem here that they are not disclosing to the American people. Back in March, when we proposed a similar approach or one that took into consideration the previous wages of an unemployed worker, who told us to stop that consideration? President Trump’s Secretary of Labor. Secretary Scalia came to us, and I was at the meeting when he said: You don’t understand. You cannot make this kind of change in the States because there are 50 different computer systems in the employment security offices across each and every State in the Union. They cannot make this adjustment. They cannot make this change.

The only way, they told us—Secretary Scalia told us in March—is a flat dollar amount to each unemployed worker, which is exactly what we did.

Now the Republicans come to us and ignore that guidance that led to $600 a week, and say: We will come up with an elaborate formula of 70 percent of what you were paid before.

As Senator Schumer from New York said earlier, we surveyed a dozen States, and they all told us: Impossible to 5 or 6 months before we are ready to do something in that manner. And that means, for millions of Americans currently receiving unemployment benefits of only receiving $200 a week until some day in the future when the State unemployment systems can possibly change. That is the Republican approach.

They have made a big point, as Senator McConnell did this morning on the floor, of a $1,200 check, a cash payment, such as we had back in March. I am not opposed to that. The President is desperate for it because he gets to sign the checks. He wants his signature on the checks that are going out to these individuals.

Well, Mr. President, if that is what you want, be my guest if it is going to help working families. But make no mistake—a $1,200 check to a family who was receiving $600 a week, $2,400 a month, is cold comfort, and it won’t help them pay the bills they face every single month.

I wish that the Republicans who are calling for these dramatic cuts in unemployment compensation for millions of Americans—30 million Americans—I only wish they would go home to Kentucky and other States and sit down for a meal with an unemployed family and let them tell these Republicans what they are facing each and every month, trying to get by, even with this unemployment check.

You see, there is an assumption that these people have a lot of money in savings. It is not reality. In the real world, half of American families have little or no savings to turn to—even before this current economic downturn. Imagine what they are going through now and the sacrifices they have to make.

Surely the Republican leaders have heard the stories or seen firsthand, as I have, the families showing up at food banks and pantries, looking for a helping hand to put something on the table to feed their families. I have seen them with their eyes down to the ground, tears in those eyes because they never dreamed they would be in this position in life. And what is the alternative suggested from the Republican side? Cut the unemployment compensation for millions of Americans at this moment in history. Think small, Republicans say. We can get through this by doing as little as possible.

That is not true. We have been told over and over again that if we take our foot off the accelerator to try to move this economy out of the ditch, it will crash even further, and we don’t want that to happen. We want people to get back to work and businesses to reopen. Schools to reopen. People to do the right thing in terms of providing compensation to individuals.

I reject the premise that many Republicans bring to this conversation that if you are not rich, you must be lazy in America. I don’t think unemployed people in this country are lazy people. I think they are hard-working people who have been dealt a tough hand of cards. They are trying to keep their families together until they can go back to work and businesses to reopen. They have to do the right thing in terms of providing compensation to individuals. I reject the premise that many Republicans bring to this conversation that if you are not rich, you must be lazy in America. I don’t think unemployed people in this country are lazy people. I think they are hard-working people who have been dealt a tough hand of cards. They are trying to keep their families together until they can go back to work and businesses to reopen. They have to do the right thing in terms of providing compensation to individuals.
knew the unemployment benefits were going to expire in just a few days. She saw that coming and 10 weeks ago did what was the right thing to do. She mustered her troops and provided a majority to vote for a package that moves us forward, helps State and local governments, helps the reality of the reality of personal injury lawsuits. The reality of protecting workers and workers everywhere. And the reality of the reality of the Republicans. And the reality of the Republicans. And the reality of the Republicans.

Senator M CCONNELL came to the floor frequently, regularly, several times a week, saying how bad that package was, how terrible it was, while he did nothing, while the Republicans proposed no alternative. It is just like the Affordable Care Act. They have done everything they can 150 times to propose no alternative. It is just like he did nothing, while the Republicans package was, how terrible it was, while the Republicans package was, how terrible it was, while the Republicans package was, how terrible it was, while the Republicans package was, how terrible it was. They have stepped forward and established their own standards for lawsuits when it comes to the pandemic they face. This effort by the Republicans would preempt that State action. There have been hundreds and hundreds of COVID lawsuits that have been filed, business to business, on questions like insurance liability. You don’t hear the Republicans wanting to stop businesses from filing lawsuits—no, just workers and the people who get sick.

There is no need for the Federal Government to step in and override 50 States’ liability laws, especially after the Federal Government has been defending the States. The Republicans have come to us and want to stop businesses from filing lawsuits. It is a figment of the imagination. It is a figment of the imagination. It is a figment of the imagination. It is a figment of the imagination. It is a figment of the imagination. It is a figment of the imagination. It is a figment of the imagination.

The reality of our economy—we stepped in on March 26 and passed the CARES Act. We have managed to keep some businesses going. We have managed to keep millions of unemployed Americans together with their families through the most difficult period in their lives. Now, at this moment in time, there is no need for the Federal Government to step in and override 50 States’ liability laws, especially after the Federal Government has been defending the States. The Republicans have come to us and want to stop businesses from filing lawsuits. It is a figment of the imagination. It is a figment of the imagination. It is a figment of the imagination. It is a figment of the imagination. It is a figment of the imagination. It is a figment of the imagination. It is a figment of the imagination.

How about personal injury lawsuits, Senator? How many have been filed listing COVID-19 or coronavirus as one of the reasons for these lawsuits? Fifteen. With 4 million infected Americans, there are 15 lawsuits, and the Republicans have come to us and want to turn upside down the immunity and liability questions before the States and the Nation. How about unsafe workplace lawsuits? Now, that has to be a big category. With 4 million infected Americans, how many workers have brought lawsuits? Seventy-one. In the entire 50 States of America, there are 71 lawsuits.

There is no flood of worker or victim lawsuits. There is no flood of worker or victim lawsuits. There is no flood of worker or victim lawsuits. There is no flood of worker or victim lawsuits. There is no flood of worker or victim lawsuits. There is no flood of worker or victim lawsuits. There is no flood of worker or victim lawsuits.

How about unsafe workplace lawsuits? Now, that has to be a big category. With 4 million infected Americans, how many workers have brought lawsuits? Seventy-one. In the entire 50 States of America, there are 71 lawsuits.
small. This is all going to pass quickly. Don’t worry about these families who don’t have enough to provide food and shelter and the basics for their families. They will get by with a lot less—from $600 a week to $200 a week. They will do just fine, according to Republican

I disagree. Our first obligation should be to these working families who are going through the toughest period they could ever imagine. Stick with them. Stand with them. Be prepared to put the money on the table, which we know they will spend right back into the economy.

We will see more unemployment if we follow the Republican approach. It is estimated that some 3 million jobs will be killed by the Republican approach of cutting unemployment and the consequent downturn in spending by these same families.

Let’s stick with those families now. They need us. I yield the floor.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The senior assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. GARDNER. Madam President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. CARSON. Madam President, Congress has no greater responsibility than providing for a strong national defense and keeping Americans safe.

The National Defense Authorization Act is one of the most important pieces of legislation that is considered each year by the U.S. Senate. It authorizes the weapons systems, programs, and resources that support the men and women who serve our country in the Armed Forces as well as their families. Last year, the Senate completed its work on the fiscal year 2021 National Defense Authorization Act for the 60th consecutive year. The bill received, as it should, wide bipartisan support in an 86-to-14 vote. I was proud to support the NDAA.

In my home State of Colorado, our military installations, including Fort Carson, the Air Force Academy, Buckley, Peterson, and Schriever Air Force bases, along with Cheyenne Mountain Air Force Station, are on the cutting edge of space operations, military training and readiness, and protecting our national security.

I want to thank Chairman INHOFE and the ranking member for their bipartisan approach in the Senate Armed Services Committee and for doing such a great job in fulfilling their tremendous responsibility in providing for national defense. It cannot be overstated enough how grateful we all are, and I appreciate it. I appreciate their hard work and dedication to this effort. The security of the United States should always be more important than any partisan politics, and I appreciate their commitment to placing national defense above partisan bickering. We have seen how even in the most rancorous political times Republicans and Democrats can come together through the Defense Authorization Act to renew the country’s commitment to a free and open Indo-Pacific. The Asia Reassurance Initiative Act became law in December 2018.

As was stated in the U.S. Department of Defense “Indo-Pacific Strategy Report,” which was released in July of 2019, “The legislation [ARIA] enshrines a generational whole-of-government policy framework that demonstrates U.S. commitment to a free and open Indo-Pacific region and includes initiatives that promote sovereignty, rule of law, democracy, economic engagement, and regional security.”

Now the U.S. Senate has taken the next step toward renewing the country’s commitment to the Indo-Pacific region by passing the National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) bill, enshrining and establishing a new Pacific Deterrence Initiative, PDI, that will complement ARIA and implement its vision of a more robust U.S. military presence in the Indo-Pacific. This initiative will enhance the security commitment set forth in ARIA and help guide the Congress and the Pentagon in making the tough choices necessary to prioritize the Indo-Pacific and to extend critical deterrence initiatives to check our adversaries.

Earlier this summer, Chairman INHOFE and I authored an op-ed entitled “Renewing America’s Commitment to the Indo-Pacific.” It described the Pacific Deterrence Initiative, which will complement the Asia Reassurance Initiative Act and implement its vision of a more robust U.S. military presence in the Indo-Pacific.

Madam President, I ask unanimous consent to have the op-ed in the Diplomat of July 2, 2020, be printed in the RECORD.

There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the RECORD, as follows:

[From the Diplomat, July 2, 2020]

RENEWING AMERICA’S COMMITMENT TO THE Indo-Pacific—A New Pacific Deterrence Initiative Will Complement ARIA and Implement Its Vision of a More Robust U.S. Military Presence in the Indo-Pacific

By Jim Inhofe and Cory Gardner

As China brazenly tries to impose its own system of rules and order in the Pacific, the United States and our allies in the Indo-Pacific must be partnering. We must choose to advance our vision for a free and open Indo-Pacific. We must choose to ensure the success of the principles of regional and global order that remain essential to our shared security and prosperity. These are difficult choices that will come at increasingly greater cost. Beijing will do its best to make sure our allies don’t have the budgetary capacity or strategic focus to deliver these in a robust and timely way.

The Pacific Deterrence Initiative is designed explicitly to address them.

First, the Pacific Deterrence Initiative will enhance budgetary transparency and congressional oversight to ensure our defense budget around critical Indo-Pacific priorities. The initiative will make it easier to allocate regional budget priorities, and ensure that security requirements are being matched with the necessary resources.

Second, the Pacific Deterrence Initiative will focus resources on key capability gaps to give U.S. forces everything they need to compete, fight, and win in the Indo-Pacific. The initiative would codify key initiatives in many of the areas recommended by the USCC report, including a more distributed regional defense posture; ballistic missile threats; networks, fuel and munitions storage, missile defenses for U.S. bases, and more experimentation to test and prove new operational concepts.

Third, consistent with ARIA provisions, the Pacific Deterrence Initiative will
priority cooperation with allies and partners across the Indo-Pacific. The initiative will increase security assistance for our regional allies and partners, and invest in technologies and capacity for the future, we believe the initiative will provide resources to support new mechanisms for deepening regional defense cooperation, including multinational fusion centers and joint training and experimentation.

Fourth, and finally, the Pacific Deterrence Initiative will help preserve peace in the Indo-Pacific by bolstering credible deterrence. The initiative will focus resources on efforts to deny our adversaries the possibility of easily injecting uncertainty and risk into the calculations of our adversaries, we can discourage them from choosing the path of aggression.

The Pacific Deterrence Initiative is by no means a cure-all. After all, achieving credible deterrence in the Indo-Pacific region is not America’s task alone. It can only be realized through a collective effort with our allies and partners such as Australia. Moreover, the challenge we face today is not limited to, or even primarily, military in character. As ARIA emphasized, we must also step up our diplomatic and economic security notifications remaining targets or values. Nonetheless, we hope the Pacific Deterrence Initiative will serve as another demonstration to our mates in Australia, as well as our friends and partners in the Indo-Pacific, that America’s commitment to the region remains bipartisan and enduring.

Mr. GARDNER. I would also like to thank my colleagues for their bipartisan support for the National Defense Bill. We added a number of bipartisan amendments included and provisions that improve the use of secure facility space and make sure military communities have access to clean and safe drinking water—an incredibly important issue facing Colorado, Colorado Springs, the Fort Carson area, and others as they address the PFAS issues this Nation has dealt with.

I think it is important to remember that when one member of the family serves our country in uniform, the entire family serves, and this legislation supports military families in Colorado and truly all over the world. It provides a 3-percent pay raise for our military members and continues to support military spouses seeking employment.

The NDAA addresses the challenges servicemen and their families face living in privatized housing. It expands resources to continue to address PFAS water contamination in our military communities.

In Colorado, we are proud to play a very key role in defending the United States. Our military installations are critical to national security and support operations in space. This year’s defense authorization includes language to ensure there is transparency when we allocate, reallocate, or release land and resources to the United States. Our military installations are critical to national security and support operations in space, including multinational fusion centers and joint training and experimentation.

The bill also supports the ongoing standup of our Nation’s newest military branch, the U.S. Space Force, to include my legislation establishing the Space Force Reserve. The Space Force Reserve will mirror its sister military service branches, and as a result, the Space Force will better organize the military to handle Space Force’s operations and ensure all members of the Reserve—with at least two of our members working in the space domain under the same organizational umbrella.

General Raymond is working hard to make sure the U.S. Space Force is agile and prepared to respond to national security threats in the space domain.

As we continue to work in establishing the U.S. Space Force, Colorado is proud to continue its support of our Nation’s military operations in space. That is why in the coming weeks I will be working with my colleagues in the Senate to establish the U.S. Space Force Caucus, led by bipartisan co-chairs and chairs. The caucus will provide my colleagues and their staff the opportunity to learn more about military space, one of the critical sectors on which we depend in the threats we face in the space domain. I welcome my colleagues’ support and participation in the establishment of this caucus.

Again, I thank my colleagues, Chair- man INHOFE and Ranking Member REED, for their work on this important bill, and I am proud to support legislation that authorizes $268 million for military construction projects in Colorado and provides a 3-percent pay raise for the men and women serving our Nation in uniform.

With that, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mrs. SACKS). The time now is 2:16 afternoon. Mr. CAPITO? Is COVID-19 directly causing these overdose deaths? No. Is the pandemic exacerbating our Nation’s addiction struggle? Absolutely. It is not hard to see why. The past several months have been difficult for all of us; however, for someone in recovery, this disruption is particularly difficult as they may not have the time to keep their treatment regimens in place. The need for social distancing makes in-person recovery programs that are a lifeline for some almost impossible. Social distancing may also mean more of individuals using drugs alone, raising the risk of overdose deaths because there is no one there to help or intervene.

Last week, I had a chance to talk with CDC Director Redfield about where we are in our Nation’s battle against addiction. The preliminary CDC data recently released showed drug overdose deaths climbed to a record high last year and how the addiction crisis continues to shift also, towards increased use of synthetic opioids across other States, such as Alaska and the Dakotas. He also pointed out that deaths involving methamphetamine and cocaine have been steadily increasing despite the fact that deaths caused largely by synthetic opioids have been decreasing—or actually pills, have been decreasing. We talked about how issues like neonatal abstinence syndrome, where babies are born exposed to opioids, continue to spread.

We discussed some of the responses where we have done here in Congress and what we continue to need to do. Over the years, as I mentioned, we have seen a decline in the deaths from prescription opioids. We have seen increases in access to treatment resources. Moreover, we have seen a recognition that, as a country, we have a real addiction crisis. However, these recent statistics and the evidence we are seeing related to substance abuse during our current pandemic show us there is so much work to do. It has a sense of urgency to it for many of us.

This sentiment was also shared when I met with Director Carroll of the ONDCP. We met in Huntington just last Friday. Huntington is a town that is particularly hard hit by addiction. Director Carroll expressed his concern over the rising numbers of overdose deaths. He acknowledged that the public health threat posed by COVID-19 and the essential mitigation measures implemented across the country to slow the spread together have created unprecedented obstacles for Americans seeking drug treatment.

We discussed some of the responses the Trump administration has taken to the pandemic and our new reality. The Trump administration has relaxed some of the rules related to the prescribing of medication-assisted treatment. That has been helpful. The increased role of telehealth in behavioral and mental health care—that has been helpful.

The Director updated me on ONDCP’s work in working to address the specific...
impact drug addiction is having on rural America. Just last month, ONDCP and other Federal agencies launched the Rural Community Toolbox, which is an online clearinghouse created with the express purpose of connecting rural leaders with funding, data, and behavioral health resources. I am particularly interested in this area, as I chair the Appropriations Subcommittee on Homeland Security, a subcommittee of Appropriations. Through this role, I was able to focus on the needs on the interdiction side so that drugs do not even physically get to West Virginia in the first place. I have been to our southern border, which is actually where most of the drugs are coming from that end up in my State worked with the Secret Service, Homeland Security, the TSA, the Secret Service, and the Coast Guard to make sure they remain focused on this incredibly important aspect of our national problem. I am also extremely proud of the work that the HSI division has done on homeland security. They have increased their presence in West Virginia and the number of officers, equipment, and partnerships, such as with Marshall University, to help supplement the work of our local law enforcement. HSI has expanded their presence at international mail facilities—something I have been a strong proponent of, and many of us in this body have as well.

Earlier this month, the Department of Homeland Security issued a 2019 seizures report to Congress. This report confirms that a majority of drugs continue to come in from our southwestern border, including cocaine, fentanyl, heroin, marijuana, and methamphetamine. Challenges as a nation and individually fill our reality today. How I wish the drug addiction epidemic did not have to continue to be one of them. Sadly, as many families across our Nation know all too well, it continues to ruin many lives. Wishing it away is not going to work. We must continue to keep our eye on the ball and provide the necessary tools to help supplement the progress we have begun to see.

My colleagues and I on both sides of the aisle have worked with the Senate Appropriations Committee to commit much needed resources. Chairman BLUMENTHAL has shown his dedication to the cause, both through the regular appropriations and through our stimulus bills. We continue to work to ensure that behavioral and mental health providers have the resources they need to continue to treat patients and keep their doors open on behavioral health issues. Bipartisan colleagues on creative ways to address this crisis, whether by ensuring that doctors can offer non-opioid choices as they resume elective surgeries through my NOPAIN Act with Senator JONES, or by ensuring that those in treatment and recovery can use the technologies of today to connect virtually to peers and counselors through the Prescription Digital Therapeutics Act. Senator MITTEN introduced that I introduced with Senator SHERER, or by arming families with the information and resources they need to help their loved ones stay in recovery during these trying times through the Family Support and Addiction Act that I have worked on with Senator GILLIBRAND. Fortunately, we continue to not be alone in this fight. Despite the other demands they are currently facing, community and local organizations continue to rise to the challenge. Just last week, Shatterproof, which is a national nonprofit organization dedicated to reversing the addiction crisis in America, launched the Addiction Treatment Locator, Assessment, and Standards Platform, also known as ATLAS. ATLAS is the first resource of its kind to help those seeking addiction treatments find high-quality care and appropriate care. It was launched in six states. I am happy that we are in Virginia was one of them, with the hope of expanding it to many more.

Our Nation is facing unprecedented challenges; however, I remain confident that we can meet all of them, including resuming the progress we had begun to make on our Nation’s addiction crisis. I am dedicated to this, passionate about it, and look forward to continuing to work with my colleagues on creative solutions.

The PRESIDENT OFFICER. The Senator from Ohio.

Mr. BROWN. Madam President, I thank Senator CAPITO for not letting this body and this country forget about this terrible addiction crisis that has affected us from the South and particularly our region of the country, but well beyond that, her work has been particularly important, and I thank her for doing that.

I think it also points to the importance of our doing, during this pandemic, other things to support local governments that are so stretched with Medicaid dollars and with local public health dollars. That is the importance of the next round of pandemic funding—funding for our state and local governments, local communities, and local education.

We know that Senator MCCONNELL’s effort—and I put the word “effort” in quotation marks—has fallen so short. He waited and waited and waited and waited. The House passed its bill in May. This body, through Senator MCCONNELL, would not even take it up until—would not even begin negotiations, really, until this week, when unemployment is about to expire and people who are in a health disaster are about to expire. If the opioid crisis, public health crisis, is bad now and we haven’t dealt with the coronavirus, well, now imagine what will happen when people lose their unemployment or when it is reduced to $200 a week, causing mass eviction. Moratoria are expiring, and eviction courts are opening up all over the country. Imagine what will happen with the opioid addiction epidemic. I think we need to imagine what will happen with coronavirus if people lose their apartments in large numbers.

I just don’t think any of us can quite imagine that tragedy. It is because that my colleagues on this side of the aisle don’t get out very much, don’t talk to people very much, and don’t listen to people very much and see what these huge needs are for people to continue some semblance of the standard of living they had prior to the coronavirus.

NOMINATION OF DANA T. WADE

Madam President, I rise to oppose the nomination of Dana Wade to serve as the Federal Housing Commissioner and Assistant Secretary for Housing. Ms. Wade has a long record of public service—I credit her for that—both in the Senate and this administration. She worked at HUD and as staff to the Senate Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs Committee. However, the polling shows that Mrs. Wade has supported during her work in the Trump administration led me to believe she is not the right person to head HUD’s housing and home ownership programs at this critical time.

Just last year, Mrs. Wade held a senior political role at the Office of Management and Budget. During her tenure at OMB, Mrs. Wade signed off on rules that could displace more than 5,000 children from their homes. I don’t think that is the person we want during the pandemic, when all the moratoria on evictions expire, when the majority party wants to cut $400 a week from unemployed workers—these are unemployed workers—and when eviction courts are open. I just question whether Mrs. Wade, even in this administration, is the right person to temper some of their actions that might end up with more people denied housing.

Just signed off on a rule that denied $10,000 of federal aid to a Transgender individual experiencing homelessness the right to seek shelter according to their gender identity. She signed off on a rule that cut HUD’s affirmatively furthering fair housing regulation—important civil rights protections required by the Fair Housing Act, an act written and pushed and initially implemented by the father of the Senator from Utah. I know he is really proud of his dad, and I know he is really proud of HUD’s fair housing laws of the day.

On Mrs. Wade’s watch, HUD and OMB proposed to allow communities to ignore and exacerbate segregation even
as they spend Federal funds. That is not the only civil rights rollback that Mrs. Wade oversaw. During her tenure, OMB signed off on HUD’s proposal to undermine the disparate impact standard under the Fair Housing Act—a proposal that the civil rights community, the largest mortgage lenders, the Mortgage Bankers Association, and the National Association of Realtors have all said should not be finalized because it could erode civil rights protections. All the groups that deal with housing: the consensus is the proposal is a disaster.

Mrs. Wade—of all of them said: Don’t move forward with this. She signed off on it with HUD’s proposal.

When I asked Mrs. Wade about her time at OMB, she wouldn’t speak about the work she did, but she endorsed every one of these policies the Trump administration advanced during her tenure. Since Mrs. Wade returned to HUD in December, the Trump administration has doubled down on its assault on fair housing.

Just last week, the Trump administration released its final rule, all but eliminating communities’ legal obligations to affirmatively further fair housing. And now President Trump wants Mrs. Wade to oversee FHA and critical housing programs for low-income families, older persons, and for persons with disabilities.

HUD and FHA have an essential role in our housing system during this pandemic. FHA is designed to play a countercyclical role, stepping in to keep the market working during economic downturns like the one we are in.

In the weeks and months ahead, families will need access to sustainable mortgages, and renters will need access to safe and affordable apartments. Homeowners who are struggling to make their payments will need forbearance and help getting back on track. At the end of forbearance, if we want to avoid a wave of foreclosures—we know what is happening with evictions about to happen in a much more concerted tidal wave sort of way if Senate Republicans get their way by shrinking, by cutting $400 per unemployed worker—$400 a week—and the moratorium on evictions from the eviction courts is open. We know what will happen there. We are also, of course, concerned about the subsequent or, at the same time, wave of foreclosures. We need FHA to keep up its important work. They can do more. They must do more.

Over the past several months, following the murder of George Floyd at the hands of police and with racial and ethnic health and economic disparities exacerbated by COVID-19, our country has finally begun to talk about the systemic racism that exists throughout every system, including housing. It is the justice system. It is education. We know more and more about the huge digital divide. It is the justice system. It is education. It is healthcare.

We know that African-Americans’ life expectancies are considerably shorter than White Americans. We know the infant mortality rate and maternal mortality rate are considerably higher. We know all of those things. The American public is finally recognizing them. This is an opportunity. With housing, it was Jim Crow; then it was redlining; and now it is these rules that the Trump administration is proposing to gut. Conversely to what Mrs. Wade has advocated for, argued for, and done, HUD and FHA must be a part of addressing that systemic racism now and after this pandemic. FHA could start by helping Black and Brown families stay in their homes so we don’t repeat the mistakes of the 2008 crisis, where Black borrowers and Brown borrowers were more likely to lose their homes to foreclosure.

At the end of this pandemic, FHA and HUD’s rental programs can also help families recover financially and access affordable homeownership. Maybe for the first time, but it will take a commitment from FHA and a commitment from HUD to address the massive inequity that still exists.

This President, we know, actively undermines fairness in our housing system. We saw it again last week when he boasted that he would maintain segregation in our communities. It is a political act. Of course. Just like sending money to the banks. Of course. Just like his purporting to declare the pandemic over. Of course. Just like sending money to the banks. Of course. Just like his purporting to declare the pandemic over.

Mrs. Wade oversaw. During her tenure, she did not turn back the clock on fair housing. Mrs. Wade has doubled down on its assault on fair housing. Mrs. Wade oversaw. During her tenure, she did not turn back the clock on fair housing. Mrs. Wade has advocated for, argued for, and done, HUD and FHA must be a part of addressing that systemic racism now and after this pandemic. FHA could start by helping Black and Brown families stay in their homes so we don’t repeat the mistakes of the 2008 crisis, where Black borrowers and Brown borrowers were more likely to lose their homes to foreclosure.

At the end of this pandemic, FHA and HUD’s rental programs can also help families recover financially and access affordable homeownership. Maybe for the first time, but it will take a commitment from FHA and a commitment from HUD to address the massive inequity that still exists.

This President, we know, actively undermines fairness in our housing system. We saw it again last week when he boasted that he would maintain segregation in our communities. It is a political act. Of course. Just like his purporting to declare the pandemic over. Of course. Just like sending money to the banks. Of course. Just like his purporting to declare the pandemic over.

Mrs. Wade oversaw. During her tenure, she did not turn back the clock on fair housing. Mrs. Wade has doubled down on its assault on fair housing. Mrs. Wade oversaw. During her tenure, she did not turn back the clock on fair housing. Mrs. Wade has advocated for, argued for, and done, HUD and FHA must be a part of addressing that systemic racism now and after this pandemic. FHA could start by helping Black and Brown families stay in their homes so we don’t repeat the mistakes of the 2008 crisis, where Black borrowers and Brown borrowers were more likely to lose their homes to foreclosure.

At the end of this pandemic, FHA and HUD’s rental programs can also help families recover financially and access affordable homeownership. Maybe for the first time, but it will take a commitment from FHA and a commitment from HUD to address the massive inequity that still exists.

This President, we know, actively undermines fairness in our housing system. We saw it again last week when he boasted that he would maintain segregation in our communities. It is a political act. Of course. Just like his purporting to declare the pandemic over. Of course. Just like sending money to the banks. Of course. Just like his purporting to declare the pandemic over.
The senior assistant legislative clerk read as follows:

CLOSURE MOTION

We, the undersigned Senators, in accordance with the provisions of rule XXII of the Standing Rules of the Senate, do hereby move to bring to a close the debate on the nomination of Dana T. Wade, of the District of Columbia, to be an Assistant Secretary of Housing and Urban Development.


The PRESIDING OFFICER. By unanimous consent, the mandatory quorum call has been waived.

The question is, Is it the sense of the Senate that debate on the nomination of Dana T. Wade, of the District of Columbia, to be an Assistant Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, shall be brought to a close?

The yeas and nays are mandatory under the rule.

The clerk will call the roll.

The senior assistant legislative clerk called the roll.

Mr. DURBIN. I announce that the Senator from Vermont (Mr. LEAHY), the Senator from Massachusetts (Mr. MARKEY), and the Senator from Vermont (Mr. SANDERS) are necessarily absent.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Are there any other Senators in the Chamber desiring to vote?

The yeas and nays resulted—yeas 57, nays 40, as follows:

[Roll Call Vote No. 144 Ex.]

YEAS—57

Alexander Gardner Paul
Barrasso Graham Perdue
Blackburn Grassley Portman
Blunt Hawley Risch
Boozman Hoeven Rounds
Braun Hyde-Smith Romney
Burr Inhofe Rounds
Capito Johnson Rubio
Cassidy Jones Sasse
Collins Kennedy Scott (FL)
Corryn Lankford Scott (NC)
Cotton Lee Shelby
Cranes Loeffler Sinema
Crapo Manchin Sullivan
Cruz McConnell Thune
Daines McSally Tills
Enzi Moran Toomey
Ernst Markowski Wicker
Fischer Murphy Young

NAYS—40

Baldwin Gianforte Schatz
Benetton Harris Schumer
Blumenthal Hassan Shaheen
Boozman Heinrich Smith
Brown Hirono Stabenow
Cantwell Kaine Tester
Cardin King Udall
Carper Klobuchar Van Hollen
Casey Menendez Warner
Cochrane Menendez Whitehouse
Cortez Masto Murray Wyden
Duckworth Peters
Durbin Reed
Feinstein Rosen

NOT VOTING—3

Leahy Markey Sanders

The PRESIDING OFFICER. On this vote, the yeas are 57, the nays are 40. The motion is agreed to.

RECESS

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Under the previous order, the Senate stands in recess until 2:15 p.m.

Thereupon, the Senate, at 12:51 p.m., recessed until 2:15 p.m. and reassembled when called to order by the Presiding Officer (Mrs. CAPITO).

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Georgia.

HONORING AND COMMENORATING THE LIFE AND LEGACY OF REPRESENTATIVE JOHN LEWIS

Mr. PERDUE, Madam President, throughout all of human history, in every generation, there are a handful of people who rise to the level of greatness. Despite adversity, danger, and sometimes impossible odds, these great men and women fight for what is right and push our society forward and make America better for the next generation. That has been true for the last 230 years.

Representative John Lewis in our generation, who just passed away last week, was certainly the embodiment of this type of greatness. John was a titan in the struggle for civil rights and the equality of all races. Because of him, more Americans can enjoy their God-given rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.

John’s lifelong fight against injustice began at a very young age, as we now know. When his local library banned African Americans from checking out books, a teenage John Lewis wrote a petition requesting and demanding equal access.

From that point forward, John Lewis never backed down from the fight for what is right. He always remained peaceful, despite receiving physical violence and going to jail for his protests.

His commitment to nonviolence served as a guiding force in John’s life. He founded the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee to fight nonviolent resistance across America.

In 1961, he participated in the Freedom Rides to protest segregation in public transportation.

John’s determination for equal rights only grew stronger and more effective over time. At age 23, he was one of the “Big Six” leaders of the March on Washington on which Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., shared his dream for a better future for everyone.

Later, John bravely marched across the Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma, AL, where he was beaten in what was called Bloody Sunday.

The efforts of John Lewis and others finally paid off with the passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965. That bill gave African Americans the right to fully participate in our democratic Republic. It pushed our country forward.

That incredible victory may seem like the end of John’s struggle for equal rights. In reality, it was just the beginning. For the rest of his life, John Lewis never lost sight of what the real fight involved.

During his time in the Atlanta City Council and later in Congress, he never gave up the fight for justice.

Today, our country is mourning a hero, a truly great American, and a great Georgian.

As we continue to say our good-byes, we should also take this time to reflect on John Lewis’s life and what he stood for. We should take this as a call to action to continue the effort to which he dedicated his life.

The stain of injustice still marks our country. Just this year, there have been horrible tragedies that have shaken all of us to our core. Though John Lewis is no longer with us, we can still carry on his legacy.

As if in legislative session, I ask unanimous consent that the Senate proceed to the consideration of S. Res. 660, submitted earlier today, and that the text be read in full.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there objection?

Without objection, it is so ordered.

The clerk will read the resolution.

The senior assistant legislative clerk read as follows:

S. RES. 660

Whereas the Senate mourns the loss of John Lewis, a titan in the struggle for civil rights and equality for all races, and commemorates his life and accomplishments;

Whereas John Lewis was born during the era of Jim Crow in a segregated community in which racism and discrimination ran rampant;

Whereas John Lewis’s moral clarity and unwavering commitment to nonviolence made his first passions preaching and ministry;

Whereas John Lewis fought his first battle against segregation when he was just a teenager, authoring a petition for equal access to his local public library, where African Americans had paid for the construction of the facilities but were banned from checking out books;

Whereas, before his 21st birthday, John Lewis established his commitment to “good trouble” by organizing sit-ins at segregated restaurants and theaters;

Whereas John Lewis helped found the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, which advocated for civil disobedience and nonviolent resistance against segregation across the United States, bringing him to the forefront of the struggle of the United States for civil rights;

Whereas John Lewis participated in the 1961 Freedom Rides, which were a series of trips that tested a new order of interstate transportation facilities and resulted in multiple beatings and the firebombing of the bus that John Lewis was supposed to be riding;

Whereas, at 23 years of age, John Lewis served as the youngest member of the “Big Six”, which planned the 1963 March on Washington and worked alongside Martin Luther King, Jr., James Farmer, A. Philip Randolph, Roy Wilkins, and Whitney Young to advocate for racial equality and justice for all;

Whereas John Lewis courageously led protestors across the Edmund Pettus Bridge in Selma, Alabama, bravely bearing violence meted out by police to encourage the United States to live up to its founding ideals of equal justice under the law;
 Whereas the bravery of John Lewis during “Bloody Sunday” led Congress to pass, and President Lyndon B. Johnson to sign into law, the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (52 U.S.C. 10301 et seq.), ensuring that African Americans have the right to fully participate in the democratic process in the United States;

 Whereas John Lewis faithfully served the city of Atlanta, Georgia, in the 1970s, and then his pursuit of justice and truth in the capital of the United States; and

 Whereas the Senate commends John Lewis for his life and for embodying the spirit of love and dignity through his unceasing advocacy for reconciliation, justice, and the equality of all mankind: Now, therefore, be it

    Resolved, That—

    (1) the Senate—

        (A) has heard with profound sorrow and deep regret the announcement of the death of the Honorable John Lewis, a late Member of the House of Representatives; and

        (B) respectfully requests that the Secretary of the Senate—

            (i) communicate this resolution to the House of Representatives; and

            (ii) transmit an enrolled copy of this resolution to the family of John Lewis; and

    (2) when the Senate adjourns today, it stand adjourned as a further mark of respect to the family of John Lewis;

 Whereas the Senate's action. Finally, I ask unanimous consent that the cloture motion to reconsider the Kan nomination ripen following disposition of the Kan nomination and, if cloture is invoked on the Kan nomination, the postcloture time expire at 2:45 p.m. tomorrow; further, that the cloture motion with respect to the Kaplan nomination expire at 4:45 p.m. tomorrow. I further ask that if either of the nominations are confirmed, the motions to reconsider be considered made and laid upon the table and the Senate be immediately notified of the Senate’s action. Finally, I ask unanimous consent that the cloture motion with respect to the Kan nomination expire at 4:45 p.m. tomorrow.
MORNING BUSINESS

Mr. BARRASSO. Madam President, I ask unanimous consent that the Senate proceed to legislative session for a period of 1 hour and 15 minutes, with Senators permitted to speak therein for up to 10 minutes each.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

CORONAVIRUS

Mr. BARRASSO. Madam President, I come to the floor today as the Senate works on the next phase of pandemic relief and recovery legislation. The country is united in combating the coronavirus.

The Senate’s top priority is protecting the American people, and we are working together to save lives. America is fighting a war—a war against a deadly disease. There is no retreating, no giving up the American fighting spirit. We will finish the fight.

The key to victory is to control the virus spread until we have a vaccine. A successful vaccine is vital to beat the virus and to return to normal life. The race for a COVID–19 vaccine is as important as putting a man on the Moon. We have made incredible progress. Vaccine development is well ahead of schedule. The administration’s public-private partnership, Operation Warp Speed, has started phase 2 and phase 3 vaccine trials much sooner than expected. These are human trials. If all goes well, we hope to have a vaccine ready by the end of this year.

Senate Republicans will make sure Americans have a safe, effective vaccine as soon as possible. It will be the most accessible vaccine in the history of the United States. Meanwhile, we should all do our part to slow the spread, and we know what that means. That means socially distancing, using good hygiene, and wearing a mask.

This is the time for all of us to come together. But instead of fighting the virus, Democrats are waging a never-ending bidding war for more government spending. People want and people need and people deserve real leadership. They expect us to slow the spread of the virus and to protect the vulnerable.

We have made tremendous progress on testing. We have tested over 50 million people already, and we are close to conducting 1 million tests—1 million tests—every day. We also have better treatments for the disease, and we are taking care of our most vulnerable citizens—seniors and people with chronic medical conditions.

At the same time, the economy is bouncing back. We had record job growth in May, as well as in June. That is because the Senate responded quickly to the economic crisis. The Senate’s historic CARES Act rescue package has helped this country weather the storm. We have come far since the spring lockdowns. Still, some believe that the worst of the virus may be yet to come.

The Senate has put together a commonsense plan to aid the recovery. This week, Senate Republicans introduced a framework bill for the next coronavirus relief legislation. It is the capstone to our pandemic rescue operation. Our plan focuses on getting people back to work and kids back to school and doing it safely, as well as, of course, defeating the disease. The Senate proposal builds on more resources for testing and healthcare. This means more for hospitals, more for treatment, and more for vaccines.

Our package includes over $100 billion for schools to open safely, plus funding for childcare. The Senate plan provides liability protection. We shield the medical community, K–12 schools, colleges, universities, and small businesses from frivolous lawsuits. Our plan includes another round of PPP loans, helping the hardest hit small businesses. We also send a targeted second round of direct payments to individuals. The Senate package extends unemployment benefits in a way that encourages, not discourages, work. We cannot continue to pay people more to stay home than they would make at work. So we end the $600 weekly benefit bonus. That is in contrast to NANCY PELOSI’s $3 trillion-and-growing bill, her so-called Heroes Act. Her package actually makes it easier for individuals. The Senate plan focuses on getting people back to work and kids back to school and doing it safely, as well as, of course, defeating the disease. The Senate plan provides liability protection. We shield the medical community, K–12 schools, colleges, universities, and small businesses from frivolous lawsuits. Our plan includes another round of PPP loans, helping the hardest hit small businesses. We also send a targeted second round of direct payments to individuals. The Senate package extends unemployment benefits in a way that encourages, not discourages, work. We cannot continue to pay people more to stay home than they would make at work. So we end the $600 weekly benefit bonus. That is in contrast to NANCY PELOSI’s $3 trillion-and-growing bill, her so-called Heroes Act. Her package actually makes it easier for individuals. The Senate plan focuses on getting people back to work and kids back to school and doing it safely, as well as, of course, defeating the disease.

The Senate is focused on healthcare, on kids, and on jobs. Democrats, it seems, have other priorities—endless bonus checks for staying home, bloated bailouts for mismanaged cities and States, and runaway spending unrelated to the challenge before us.

Pre-pandemic, we had a booming economy. We had record job growth, and we had record low unemployment. We are working to restore Americans’ confidence. A solid majority of Americans now say they see their finances as stable. I urge my Senate Democratic colleagues to come to the table. It is time to find common ground and to finish the fight.

Together, Madam President, we will make sure that America wins the war. I yield the floor.

I suggest the absence of a quorum. The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. PERDUE. Madam President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

HEALTHCARE WORKFORCE RESILIENCE ACT

Mr. PERDUE. Madam President, the word “bipartisanship” gets tossed around a lot in this town. Unfortu-
one study found that healthcare workers account for nearly one in five COVID–19 cases.

In many areas, hospitals have simply not had enough staff to handle the COVID–19 patient increase. Albany, GA, as one of the first hardest hit areas in the country, right there in South Georgia. At one point, nurses and doctors from all over the country had to be flown in just to take care of all those who fell ill in Albany. In many cases, patients had to be exported for life-saving care in the States. As this virus continues to spread, many hospitals are in danger of being overwhelmed as we see this recent surge of COVID–19 cases, particularly in our younger people.

Healthcare workers have been true heroes—there is no question about that. Right now, we have an opportunity to give them the support they desperately need. The Healthcare Workforce Resilience Act is a bipartisan effort that gives our healthcare heroes the support they need to get through this crisis. Our bill simply recaptures unused green cards to give highly skilled, foreign-born nurses and doctors the opportunity to work in our country and battle this crisis. It will ease the pressure on healthcare providers and help save American lives.

I want to emphasize that this bill will not increase current legal immigration limits, displace American workers, or negatively impact healthcare worker wages. I have always been a supporter of a merit-based immigration system, and many people on the other side of the aisle are as well. We all continue to work on the same situation. We believe that a merit-based immigration system can strengthen our economy and protect American jobs at the same time. This is a policy that President Trump and the majority of Congress have long supported—on both sides of the aisle, actually. The Healthcare Workforce Resilience Act is fully aligned with these merit-based policies.

These immigrant nurses and doctors have already been hired and approved to work in the United States, they had trained and worked hard to be there. Many of them live here already. The only thing preventing them from saving lives is bureaucratic redtape and the backlog it creates. These folks are highly skilled, well qualified, and extremely motivated to be on the frontlines in the fight against COVID–19. They are all ready to go in the areas that need the most help.

This bill is truly bipartisan. I am very proud to say that today. It has 36 cosponsors from both parties. I give the lead on this legislation in the Senate, my friend from Illinois, Senator DURBIN, a lot of credit for that. He has long been a champion for this sort of help in this area. This bill reflects what the American people want. It provides what our healthcare system needs. It has bipartisan support.

Actually, in 2005, Congress passed a similar bill. That bill recaptured unused immigrant visas for doctors and nurses, and greatly improved healthcare access for Americans in the midst of this crisis. Consider this reality when it comes to fighting the COVID–19 virus: In the United States, 1 in 6 healthcare and social workers, 3 in 10 in 6 of the hardest hit areas are immigrants. Yet our broken immigration laws prevent many of these immigrants from contributing more fully to the battle against this pandemic.

Under current law, there are not enough immigrant visas, which we also call green cards, available each year. As a result, immigrants are stuck in crippling backlogs for many, many years. The green card backlog, which I have mentioned many times, is a problem with the floor many times—but this green card backlog includes thousands of medical doctors currently working in our country on temporary visas. This backlog puts them and their families at the risk of losing their legal status and being deported. It hinders their ability to fight against COVID–19 because these doctors face many restrictions due to their temporary status.

For example, many of these doctors cannot take shifts at hospitals in COVID–19 hotspots where they are desperately needed. The Healthcare Workforce Resilience Act, which we bring to the floor, would reallocate 25,000 unused immigrant visas for nurses and 15,000 unused immigrant visas for doctors. These are visas Congress has previously authorized but were never used.

It is important to note that our bill requires employers to attest that immigrants overseas who receive these visas do not displace the employment of any American workers. We want to ensure that the beneficiaries of this bill complement, not replace, the American healthcare workforce.

I am going to tell you the story of one of these doctors who is practicing in downstate Illinois in the Quad Cities area in Moline. I can tell you, as a downstate resident, a small town, and cannot bring in the specialists who are needed. That is why these doctors become so important when they step in and provide their services. Let me tell you about this doctor.

His name is Dr. Bhanu Vakkalanka. He sent me a letter and told me his story, and he asked me to help work to pass this piece of legislation. Dr. Vakkalanka and his wife, Dr. Sasi Vakkalanka—pronouncing—Royyuru—are both physicians. They met in medical school in India, and they came to the United States 15 years ago in 2005—15 years ago. At the time, their children—a young girl and boy—were 5 and 3 years old.

Before they came to the United States, they had trained and worked...
Can you imagine how devastating it would be for them to lose their immigration status and be deported. They and their families would get the permanent immigration status they deserve and be able to use their skills and the protection of the pandemic wherever they are needed most.

Let’s face it. This pandemic is testing us as a nation, testing us as to whether we will have the endurance and the determination to get through this pandemic but equally testing us as to whether we care for one another. Certainly, we care for our families. We spend a lot of time with them. We worry about not being able to be next to our children or grandchildren because of fear of infection, and it is a real test. But it is also a test of our values and the way we are.

This man, after giving 15 years to the United States, practicing medicine in areas where he is desperately needed, is simply asking for a chance to become a legal, permanent resident of the United States. It is not too much to ask. For all he has given us, and his wife as well, we owe it to him and his family to give them the peace of mind that they have a future in the United States. They have proved that they are deserving.

I hope, even in these divided political times, we can come together in Congress to quickly aid these immigrant health heroes.

I commend my colleague from Georgia. I thank him. He had to step away from the floor at this moment, but I thank him for joining me in this bipartisan effort.

Let’s get this done. Let do the right thing for this doctor, for his family, and for so many others.

Mr. President, the great writer, James Baldwin, told us: Not everything that is faced can be changed. But nothing can be changed until it is faced.

The national discussion on race and racism in the wake of the death of George Floyd in Minneapolis has really opened the eyes of many Americans and people around the world. Many people are seeing more clearly—some perhaps for the first time in their lives—the extent to which injustice has embedded itself in parts of America.

We see how some of our laws and institutions don’t match our stated and professed belief that all men and women are created equal and endowed with the same inalienable rights.

Later today, John Lewis will make his last departure from the U.S. Capitol. He is going home after a long and arduous service, a life that has helped us to live up to our ideals. How often did we hear John Lewis say: When young people tell me that nothing has changed, I tell them to come walk in my shoes.

We are right. America is different and America is better because of the enormous sacrifice and courage of men like John Lewis, Reverend C.T. Vivian, who passed away, as well, last week; Joseph Lowery; Mamie Till; Martin Luther King; Coretta Scott King; Rosa Parks; Daisy Bates; Julian Bond; Bayard Rustin; Elijah Cummings; and, of course, my friend and the current House Democratic Whip, James Clyburn, and so many other leaders of our modern civil rights movement—just to name a few.

We are a more perfect union today because so many ordinary men and women and children whose names are mostly forgotten by history risked their lives for dignity and democracy in little towns like Selma and Birmingham, AL, and Chicago’s Marquette Park neighborhood.

Thank goodness we are better, but the work of true justice and equality is far from over. We lost a month before he died, John Lewis spoke out about how he was moved to see so many people from different backgrounds marching together for racial justice and healing. Most Americans today are appalled—almost incredible—that only decades ago young people like John Lewis and Diane Nash were accosted by angry mobs simply for having the audacity—the audacity—to sit at a Whites-only lunch counter or ride on a segregated bus.

We reject racism, we reject individuals, but many of us are only beginning to understand the existence of the corrosive consequences of the system of racial injustice. This national reckoning on race in which we are now engaged is helping us to see more clearly how old, discredited ideas about race, which have been rejected by most, still linger in the minds of many individuals, regardless of the laws that have been passed.

I believe that most Americans believe very deeply in fairness. It is one of our defining values as a people. I also believe Maya Angelou was right when she said: Do the best you can until you know better. Then when you know better, do better.

How can we do better to reduce systemic racial injustice and heal the wounds and divisions that false notions of racial superiority have caused in our Nation and our other citizens? As John Lewis told me again, achieving true justice is the work of a lifetime. Let me suggest briefly a few ways that this Senate can begin that work.
First—and this is so easy and obvious—let the Senate debate and vote on the Justice in Policing Act. The President can send unidentified Federal agents to as many cities as he likes, but the calls for justice in our streets will not end until we make concrete change, stand against systemic racism that killed George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Tamir Rice, Laquan McDonald, and too many other men, women, and children of color in America.

Our Republican colleagues acknowledged the need for policing reforms when they brought up the bill that included certain changes, but the bill did not proceed, and it should. This Senate can—and must—do better. This belief is shared by an overwhelming majority of civil rights organizations in our Nation.

The Justice in Policing Act is sponsored by Senators Kamala Harris and Cory Booker. It has passed the House of Representatives, and I am proud to be a cosponsor.

The House, in passing its version with a bipartisan vote, gave us an opportunity. I say to Senator McConnell, to debate the Justice in Policing Act, which passed the House, and here in the Senate.

Second, let this Senate debate the Economic Justice Act that has been offered by Senator Schumer.

Third, Martin Luther King called racial disparities in healthcare one of the most glaring racial injustices. It was more than 50 years ago when he said. Yet the disparities persist to this day and may be worse in many ways.

This pandemic has laid them bare for us to see. Black and Brown Americans are three times more likely to become infected with coronavirus than White Americans and twice as likely to die from COVID-19.

The Affordable Care Act has done more to reduce racial disparities in healthcare than almost any act since the creation of Medicaid. It is hard to believe that there are many on the other side still trying to kill the Affordable Care Act in the midst of a pandemic that has already taken the lives of 145,000 Americans. Many more have been sickened, and it is still burning out of control in large parts of our Nation. Think about what it would be if we had no Affordable Care Act and doubled the number of uninsured people in this country. Could that bring any consolation or confidence that we can continue to fight this battle?

For the sake of African Americans, Latinx Americans, and all Americans who rely on the affordable coverage and patient protections, it is time to put an end to this endless assault on the Affordable Act.

I hope my colleagues—especially my colleagues who speak passionately about protecting mothers and babies—will join me in passing a bill I have introduced to reduce the shocking high rate of maternal and infant mortality among African-American women and their babies. It is inexplicable that in the United States of America, we see so many Black women dying in childbirth and so many babies dying as well. It is unnecessary. It is time for us to focus the great resources, health resources, of America on this issue.

In America, a woman of color is three to four times more likely than a White woman to die as a result of pregnancy. Why? The answers are very obvious. We need better, more focused, more understanding medical care. I am sad to say that in Illinois, the situation—the numbers—are that bad, if not even worse.

The United States is 1 of only 13 nations in the world in which the maternal mortality rate is worse than it was 25 years ago. In the United States of America, we are 1 of only 13 nations in which the maternal death rate is worse today than what it was 25 years ago. How in the world can we explain that?

I have introduced a bill called the MOMMA Act. My companion in this effort is again, from Chicago, Robin Kelly. Let’s get that debate, I say to Senator McConnell. It will not take long. I bet it passes easily. We owe it to many across America to show the initiative and to bring it to the floor.

Fourth, because our friends across the aisle could not agree among themselves on what would be in the next coronavirus relief bill, critical protections included in the CARES Act have now and soon expire without replacement.

These protections include payments for the jobless for tens of millions of Americans who have lost their jobs in this pandemic—it wasn’t because they were lazy; it was bad luck—as well as the Federal moratorium on evictions for families who have had difficulty paying their rent because of economic devastation brought on by COVID-19.

Unless we extend this moratorium, as many would lose their homes in the next 3 months. I can’t imagine the devastation that would bring to a family—losing your home and perhaps having no place to turn. For the sake of those families and for our ability to fight this virus, we must extend the moratorium on evictions and help families who are struggling to pay rent.

Senator Warren introduced a bill that I have cosponsored to extend this critical moratorium through March. It is called the Protecting Renter’s from Evictions and Fees Act.

I am proud to cosponsor a bill with Senator Brown that provides $100 billion in emergency rental assistance to help families and Individuals pay their rent. Let’s keep these families in a safe, quality living environment.

The crisis of affordable housing didn’t start with this pandemic. The shortage of safe, affordable public housing has been building for decades, and it disproportionately harms African-American families.

Senator Harris of California has introduced a bill, which I am proud to co-sponsor, called the Housing is Infrastructure Act. It would invest $100 billion to repair our current stock of public housing and to build new units of safe, affordable public housing.

I could just walk you through a map of the state of Illinois, and the public housing I have visited and expressed that is in desperate need of repair. It is time, you think, to call the landlord and say: What are you going to do about this housing unit that you own that is falling down? Except, it turns out it is the landlord of the Federal Government owns this property. The Federal Government has the responsibility to fix it.

Last week, President Trump moved to repeal an Obama-era rule meant to ban discriminatory housing and zoning laws and policies. It is not pricing from this President, but it is wrong. We need to move forward and not backward. The housing infrastructure needs to move in the right direction.

Finally, you know the name of John Lewis, I believe that the right to vote was “almost sacred,” in his words, and I share that feeling, but that right is now threatened by a series of misguided decisions in recent years by the Supreme Court and others.

The House passed a bill last year to restore the Voting Rights Act to its original intent. That bill is being reintroduced in the Senate this week by Senator Leahy and in the House by Secretary of State Jennifer Granholm.

That gets to the essence of how we honor the memory of Congressman John Lewis. John Lewis did not risk his life in Selma and so many other places so people would praise him in speeches or name things after him. He did not risk his life for the right to have a bridge named after him—although it is a fitting tribute. He risked his life over and over again to protect the right of every American to vote.

Finally, faith in our electoral system—the cornerstone of our democracy—continues to be under attack by entities that wish us ill.

For those who gathered in the Rotunda yesterday to honor his memory and to stand in silent respect for all the work of his life, I say to my fellow Senators who were there: Let us pass the Voting Rights Advancement Act in the name of Congressman John Lewis. Let us make it clear that his life was worth this and so much more.

Finally, you know better, you do better. Our eyes have been opened, and now it is time for us to act.

It is my honor to serve in this Senate, but I am sorry to say that when it comes to production of important, meaningful legislation, this institution has fallen far behind.

We seldom take up bills of great importance and magnitude. We just passed the Defense authorization bill—a very important piece of legislation, which I believe has passed for 59 straight years in Congress, and I am glad it passed again, but now you see an empty floor and an empty Chamber
where we are not taking up the issues that we should.

There is one person who controls the agenda and the schedule of this Chamber, and that is the Republican majority leader, Senator MITCH McCONNELL of Kentucky. Let’s not waste this opportunity to make America a better place. Let’s do things that make a difference.

America is counting on us in the midst of this massive health crisis with COVID–19—perhaps the worst health crisis our Nation has faced in over 100 years. With the state of our economy and so many—tens of millions of people out of work, shouldn’t we be acting together on a bipartisan basis, as we did in March of this year, to pass legislation?

The reports we have is that the other side of the aisle is in disarray. I might remind Senator McCONNELL that the best legislation that passes here is bipartisan. And this measure, COVID relief, for now, should be bipartisan as well. For it to be bipartisan, we need people of both parties to sit down together and negotiate. That has to continue, along with the participation of the White House, in order to achieve these goals.

First and foremost, we need to restore unemployment assistance to the millions of families who will see it end in just a few days. I cannot imagine having lost your job, worried about whether there is another one waiting or whether one will be available, and then having to worry about whether you can make that rent payment, the mortgage payment, the utility bills, food, health insurance—the basics—and to be told that Congress just let unemployment assistance expire, which happens in just 3 days. What are these families going to do?

I sincerely hope that every Member of the Senate will reach out to one of these unemployed families and listen quietly, to hear them as they come to the food pantries. I have seen them come and ask for help, which they never dreamed they would have to do. It must be heartbreaking to go through that experience. Let’s stand by them now. They need us now more than ever.

I yield the floor.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Boozman). The clerk will call the roll.

Mr. THUNE. Mr. President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

REMEMBERING JOHN LEWIS

Mr. THUNE. Mr. President, yesterday, I was privileged to be able to pay my respects to Representative John Lewis as he lay in state in the Capitol Rotunda—a fitting place for an American hero.

His death is a loss, but his dauntless courage and deep conviction have carved out for him a permanent place in American history. When we tell stories of those who have made America greater, John Lewis’s name will always be among them.

CORONAVIRUS

Mr. THUNE. Mr. President, yesterday, Senate Republicans introduced the HEALTH Act to address the health crisis, the Health, Economic Assistance, Liability Protection, and Schools Act, or the HEALS Act.

This bill has been carefully targeted to address the most pressing issues facing our Nation right now: getting kids back to school, getting workers back to work, and ensuring that we have the necessary healthcare resources necessary to defeat the virus.

The HEALS Act will provide economic incentives to help businesses retain workers. It will provide additional support to hard-hit small businesses. It will provide checks to American families to help them weather the economic challenges that they are facing. It will give schools more than $100 billion to help and ensure students can learn safely and college students aren’t missing out on the academic, social, and emotional benefits of in-person learning.

It will direct funds to diagnosis, vaccines, and treatments. It will ensure that medical professionals, small businesses, and school districts doing their best to protect Americans don’t face frivolous lawsuits from predatory trial lawyers.

It will provide incentives for manufacturing personal protective equipment in the United States to help ensure that we never again face the kinds of shortages we have seen with the coronavirus. And more.

Now it is time for Democrats to come to the negotiating table so that we can arrive at a bipartisan bill and get this relief into the hands of Americans. I was disappointed to hear of the Democratic leader’s partisan speeches yesterday and today on the Senate floor, although I did appreciate his ability to—

Navigating different States’ requirements can be a real burden for both employees and employers and can discourage interstate commerce. It is particularly challenging for small businesses, which frequently lack the in-house tax staff and tracking capabilities of larger organizations.

This situation cries out for a solution. For the past four Congresses, I have introduced legislation—the Mobile Workforce Simplification Act—to create a uniform standard for mobile workers. Under my bill, if you spent 30 days or fewer working in a different State, you would be taxed as normal by your home State. If you spent more than 30 days working in a different State, you would be subject to that other State’s income tax in addition to the income tax in your home State. Having a universal rule like this would make life a lot easier for workers and employers.

In June, I introduced an updated version of my mobile workforce bill—the Remote and Mobile Worker Relief Act, which I am pleased to announce
has been included in the HEALS Act, the phase 4 coronavirus relief package the Republicans introduced yesterday. Like my original mobile workforce bill, the Remote and Mobile Worker Relief Act would create a uniform, 30-day standard governing State income taxes for mobile workers. My new bill goes further and addresses some of the particular challenges faced by mobile and remote workers as a result of the coronavirus.

The Remote and Mobile Worker Relief Act would establish a special 90-day standard for healthcare workers who travel to another State to help during the pandemic. This should ensure that no healthcare worker faces an unexpected tax bill for the contributions he or she makes to fighting the coronavirus.

My new bill also addresses the possible tax complications that could face remote workers as a result of the pandemic. During the coronavirus crisis, many workers who usually travel to their offices every day have ended up working from home. This doesn’t present a tax problem for most employees, but it does present a possible problem for workers who live in a different State than the one in which they work.

Workers who live in a different State from the one in which they work are subject to income tax from both States, but under current State tax laws, they usually pay most or all of their State income taxes to the State in which they earn their income rather than their State of residence. However, now that some workers who usually work in a different State have been working from home, there is a risk that their State of residence could consider the resulting income as allocated to and taxable by it as well. That could mean a higher tax bill for a lot of workers.

My bill would preempt this problem by creating the pre-pandemic status quo. Under my bill, if you plan to work in North Carolina but had to work from home in South Carolina during the pandemic, your income would still be taxed as if you were going into the office in North Carolina every day, just as it would have been if the pandemic had never happened.

Relief for mobile workers is a bipartisan idea. A version of my original mobile workforce bill has passed the House. Representatives introduced it the same day, and the only reason it hasn’t advanced so far in the Senate is because of the opposition of a handful of States that aggressively tax—you have got it—temporary workers.

Now that the pandemic has highlighted the challenges facing mobile workers and the potential challenges facing remote workers, I am pleased that my legislation will be considered here in the Senate as part of the broader coronavirus relief package that I hope to consider the next couple of weeks. I am grateful to Chairman Grassley for his support for this legislation.

It is unconscionable—unconscionable—that we would allow healthcare workers who risked their own lives to care for individuals in coronavirus-stricken States to be punished with unexpected tax bills. We need to make sure that Americans who work from home in the midst of the coronavirus don’t face a complicated tax situation or an unexpectedly high tax bill as a result.

Americans have faced enough challenges over the past several months. Let’s make sure tax problems are not among them.

I yield the floor.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr. Casey). The clerk will call the roll.

The senior assistant legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. CASEY. Mr. President, I rise this afternoon to talk about long-term care and a number of related challenges that confront our country, especially at this time.

One of the most horrific numbers in all of the horror that we have seen in the aftermath of the virus and COVID–19 disease and the jobs and economic crisis that have followed it is the number of deaths in long-term care settings.

When you combine the deaths of residents in nursing homes and other similar settings—sometimes called long-term care or even congregate settings—with the deaths of workers, we know that the number now exceeds 59,000 Americans. About 40 percent of all the deaths are either a resident of a long-term care facility or a worker in those facilities.

So we are talking about those Americans today—those families—when we consider what we do next because no one here, I don’t think—I don’t care what side of the aisle, what point of view, who you are, what State you are from, no one in this body or in the House would want to accept the idea that, say, 4 months from today, or 5 months or 6 months, another 59,000 or 60,000 people will have died in those settings.

We know a lot about how to get those numbers down. It is not one of those things where we can throw up our hands and say there is little that we can do. There is a lot we can do because Americans are smart, innovative, and caring, and a lot of smart people have figured out how to get those numbers down.

So 59,000—more than 59,000—Americans is unacceptable, and in my opinion, all of the deaths going forward is also unacceptable. About a month ago, I came to the floor with some of my colleagues, and we pressed for a vote on the solutions we need to save lives in nursing homes and also protect the workforce. The majority blocked the vote. Since then, the Senate has done nothing when it comes to this issue that has impacted so many families and so many communities. We have a chance now.

I realize sometimes when a bill gets blocked that that isn’t the end of the story and that the individual or the party blocking might have a different idea, a better idea, a different solution, a different approach. If that is the case with the majority, we need to hear it. I would hope that a solution, a remedy, a strategy to get the 59,000-death number down would include the resources to do it because this isn’t a circumstance where you can just wish it away. This isn’t a circumstance where you can just move a little bit of policy around. We need resources, and I will talk more about them.

We know that yesterday Senate Republicans released their plan for the next piece of legislation relating to COVID–19 and the economy. This proposal is 2 months—a full 2 months—after the House passed the Heroes Act to bring relief to the millions of Americans who are suffering, families who are suffering, not only in the context of long-term care—having lost a loved one, a resident, or a worker in their family—but they are suffering for other reasons as well.

We know the unemployment rate is intolerably too high. In my home State of Pennsylvania—just imagine this—the number was 1-plus million people out of work in April. Thankfully, that number went down in the month of May, but it only went down to 849,000 people out of work.

I was hoping, as I know everyone was in the State, that the June number would fall precipitously and maybe by the same percentage, so 849,000 people were out of work. That number dropped but only went down to 13 percent. It was 16 percent in April, almost 13.5 percent in May, and now 13 percent exactly now. We have a lot of work to do.

We are now in our third month of unemployment rates well above 10 percent. It was 16 percent in April, almost 13.5 percent in May, and now 13 percent exactly now. We have a lot of work to do.

For purposes of today’s discussion, I wanted to talk about what we can do in the long-term care context. The Republican proposal of yesterday makes no
meaningful investment to save lives in nursing homes. The policies that address long-term care in this proposal are insufficient. I think that is an understatement, but I will let that go for now.

There is no investment in home and community-based services, and there is no funding to reward the heroes on the frontlines. Some people might say: What do you mean by home and community-based services? I don’t understand that. I am not sure what you mean.

We know that in the United States we have a number of settings where care is delivered—care for older citizens, those with disabilities, and care for people with disabilities. In the nursing home context, of course, that is skilled care in a facility, in a so-called congregate setting. Depending on which number you believe, in the United States there are 1.3 and 1.5 million Americans there. We also have a lot of Americans who are getting their care—very important care for a senior or for someone with a disability—in a home setting or in a community-based setting. It isn’t that there isn’t a congregate setting. So we are trying to change that because, obviously, if you are an older American, you might have certain conditions that make you even more susceptible, more vulnerable in the context of COVID-19. In many cases, it will be preferable to have you in a home setting or a community-based setting.

But if you are in those settings, we have to involve the workers who do that heroic work in both nursing homes, in homes, and in community-based settings, because the care is not going to be what it needs to be if we are not helping the workforce. I think most people agree with that.

Just as we cannot allow another 3 or 4 months to go by with 59,000 people dying, we also cannot allow the conflict here in the Senate to stop us from doing what we have to do for COVID–19. If you are on the frontlines every day, you are an essential worker. There are all these phrases and descriptions of these workers. Those who are at the front of the line are those in healthcare, because they are not only providing and delivering an essential service, but they are closest to the risk. That includes folks who work in hospitals and other settings, of course. That is for certain. But it also includes people who work in nursing homes and at home and in community-based services.

Those are folks whom we call heroes, and it is nice to call them heroes. It is nice to say they are doing great work. It is nice to pat them on the back, but what we should be doing is paying them more for the sacrifice they make for the country.

The analogy, of course, is the GI bill. I have a bill that would add similar education benefits to those frontline workers, those heroes.

But at a minimum, they should get premium pay and overtime pay. They should also have essential benefits, and we should help them with childcare. You can’t say: You have got to be on the frontlines but you have not be on the front of the front lines, and you have to go to work every day because we need your essential skilled work to care for the most vulnerable, but you are on your own with childcare. Good luck.

We haven’t done much to help them with that.

My bill also includes strong resident protections—resident meaning residents of nursing homes—to prevent evictions to homeless shelters and to provide an extra check on nursing home quality.

All these things I just recited in the bill, the Republican proposal doesn’t have. I think the time is long overdue for Congress to take action to deal with what can only be described as an American tragedy—a preventable American tragedy. No one would argue—I certainly would not argue—that the 59,000-plus number could be zero. It is not what we are saying. What we are saying is you can bring the number down. If we bring the number down, even a little bit, it is worth it to save lives and to reduce the number of cases, but I think we can do a lot better than that.

Last week, a coalition made up of representatives from the nursing home industry, direct service professionals, AARP, the Alzheimer’s Association, Health Care Charities, the Service Employees International Union came together to write to Senate leadership to demand this action and more. Think about that group. That is not a group that is always on the same page. They have often been on a lot of issues, but they have all come together to support the residents in nursing homes and those in other settings and the workers because that is how dire it is. Groups that are often in conflict on legislation are together on this. Here is part of what they wrote to the Senate leadership: “The urgent need to save lives, prevent the spread of the virus, and address the services and support older adults and people with disabilities need cannot be overlooked.”

In addition to nursing home supports, this coalition called for dedicated funds for home and community-based services under Medicaid that I described earlier. I have a bill to do that. The House-passed Heroes Act, in fact, does that. The Heroes Act passed 2 months ago, and here we are without a bill ready to vote on in the Senate.

I sent a letter with 28 of my colleagues yesterday to urge Leader McConnell to move the bill forward. We know that over 2.5 million older adults and people with disabilities depend on these services to be able to continue living in their own homes. These 2.5 million seniors and people with disabilities are folks who are not in a nursing home or other congregate setting. They are, by definition, in their homes or in a community-based setting. They are receiving their supports and services in their homes and are less likely to be exposed to the virus and often are able to see their families.

Just to give you one example, there is Michelle Mitchell of Allentown, PA—on the eastern side of our State, almost at the New Jersey border. Michelle is a person who benefits from the services. She has a lifelong disability—cerebral palsy—which affects the use of her arms and legs. She holds multiple degrees and is a full-time faculty member at a local college. Every single day Michelle Mitchell has the benefit of a personal care attendant who helps Michelle get out of bed, helps her to bathe, helps her to dress, and helps her to eat. Without Medicaid home and community-based services, thousands of people with similar needs to Michelle would not be able to live at home and work and interact with neighbors and friends. Home and community-based services keep Michelle safe, they keep her healthy, and they keep her employed.

But the agencies that provide these vital services are facing barriers. A survey of home and community-based...
services providers conducted by the group ANCOR found that 68 percent of providers have had to close some of their services to people with intellectual or developmental disabilities. This same survey found that over half of the agencies had faced significant additional expenses because of pandemic expense.

We know that life has changed for so many Americans and so many institutions. This is one of these agencies that do such good work. Some of the expenses they face include increased levels of overtime, purchases of personal protective equipment, and additional training for workers. Perhaps most unsettling is that the agencies that provide essential services to older adults and people with disabilities don’t have sufficient funding to keep offering services for more than 1 month if payments stop. This lack of cash on hand illustrates how fragile the home and community-based services system is.

Young, graduating administrators in Pennsylvania said that if home and community-based services were not available, thousands of additional people would need to enter nursing homes, which again is a congregate setting, whereas the risk of contracting the virus is higher than a lot of other settings. That, of course, would put them at greater risk of contracting the virus and much greater risk of dying because of this horrible pandemic.

What we need to talk about investing in home and community-based services, that is tied to the goal of getting not just the case number down but the death number down.

The proposal by Republicans yesterday makes clear that they are not focused on this crisis. There is no investment in home and community-based services at all. The response to nursing homes is wholly insufficient. The level of funding provided in the proposal, in my judgment, is an insult to older Americans with disabilities. To ensure that seniors and people with disabilities have been able to exercise their rights as Americans. We still have some work to do on the goals of the ADA, but it is a good anniversary to remember and to celebrate. So, in honor of the anniversary, I offer this resolution to celebrate the 30th anniversary of the signing of the Americans with Disabilities Act.

I ask unanimous consent that the Senate proceed to the immediate consideration of S. Res. 661, a resolution recognizing the importance of independent living for individuals with disabilities made possible by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and calling for further action to strengthen home and community living for individuals with disabilities, which was submitted earlier today.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report the resolution by title.

The senior assistant legislative clerk read as follows:

A resolution (S. Res. 661) recognizing the importance of independent living for individuals with disabilities made possible by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and calling for further action to strengthen home and community living for individuals with disabilities.

There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the resolution.

Mr. CASEY. I know of no further debate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there further debate on the resolution?

Hearing none, the question is on agreeing to the resolution.

The resolution (S. Res. 661) was agreed to.

Mr. CASEY. I further ask unanimous consent that the preamble be agreed to and that the motions to reconsider be considered made and laid upon the table with no intervening action or debate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The preamble was agreed to.

(The resolution, with its preamble, is printed in today’s RECORD under “Submitted Resolutions.”)

Mr. CASEY. Mr. President, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Texas.

Mr. CORNYN. Mr. President, I congratulate our friends in Pennsylvania who has demonstrated that bipartisanship is not dead in the U.S. Congress. In fact, I learned a long time ago that bipartisanship, collegiality, and cooperation don’t really make much sense if you’re faced with an issue of a misimpression sometimes as to how Congress functions. Let me just say there are plenty of people on both sides of the aisle who are actually interested in solving some of our Nation’s biggest problems. Again, that is what we need to do, necessarily the ones you see on cable news or grabbing the headlines, but they are doing important work. I am proud to be part of a body that does bipartisan work and solves problems in working together.

HURRICANE HANNA

Mr. CORNYN. Mr. President, over the weekend, as Texans continue to battle COVID-19, those in parts of the State came to face with another disaster at the same time. It just seems like the challenges keep coming. First, we are in a pandemic. Then George Floyd lost his life unnecessarily and raised our consciousness to the racial injustice that still exists in this country. Then we had a natural disaster like a hurricane. Hurricane Hanna made landfall in South Texas and brought heavy rains and high winds. These communities that were already grappling with the pandemic, especially the Rio Grande Valley. On Sunday, nearly 300,000 homes were without power in South Texas, and power is still being restored in a number of those communities.

Navigating dangerous floodwaters and downed power lines is difficult under normal circumstances, and when you add a highly contagious virus to the mix, as you can imagine, it presents a host of logistical challenges.

I first thank the first responders and emergency crews who have been working overtime these last few days to get our neighbors to safety and to restore their power as quickly as possible. There is a strong sense of community in South Texas and the Rio Grande Valley, and I have no doubt these communities will pull together and come out of this crisis stronger than before. There have been talks to a number of the leaders in several of the counties that have been affected, and we will continue working with them to ensure they have the resources they need to sustain their response and recovery efforts.

I was able to talk with the leaders in several of the counties that have been affected, and we will continue working with them to ensure they have the resources they need to sustain their response and recovery efforts. I expect to hear more in the coming days about how we might be helpful, especially, again, in this already challenging time.
HEALS ACT

Mr. CORNYN. Mr. President, as I said, the number of COVID-19 cases has surged in recent weeks in the Rio Grande Valley, South Texas, and throughout the State as well. Just a couple of weeks ago, Texas reported more than 10,000 new cases in a single day, and Texas had 5 days in a row. It certainly was a wake-up call for many who had not taken the most effective precautions seriously—things like social distancing, good personal hygiene, the wearing of masks, if you can’t maintain the distance, and staying home if you are sick. It is amazing what we can do as individuals to stop the spread of this virus by doing those simple things. Unfortunately, some people let their guard down and didn’t follow those protocols, so we saw a huge uptick in the number of cases. Thankfully, though, I think the message has been received and understood, and we have recently seen a gradual and encouraging decline in cases.

Yet, against COVID-19 wages on, we can’t afford to lose any additional ground whether from a public health perspective or from an economic recovery perspective. So I believe it is time for Congress to pass additional legislation to strengthen our fight. That is why my colleagues and I introduced the HEALS Act yesterday. This legislation builds on the significant progress we have made already in four bipartisan bills that have already passed and have been signed into law by President Trump that will sustain our effort to defeat this virus and recover economically.

This legislation will ensure that workers who had the rug pulled out from under them earlier this year will continue to receive enhanced unemployment benefits.

It will provide funding to help K-12 schools, colleges, and universities safely and effectively educate their students, whether that means online, in-person, or a combination of online or in-person instruction.

It will send additional and needed assistance to our farmers, ranchers, and producers who are keeping our families fed in the midst of the pandemic, and it will give States and local governments the flexibility they have requested and that they need to use CARES Act funding where it is needed the most.

In the coming days, I will talk more about how this legislation supports the workers and institutions that have been hit the hardest by this virus, but, today, I would like to focus on the ways it bolsters our fight against the virus itself.

One of the most important ways we can do that is through testing. The ability to identify positive cases as early as possible is the key to stopping the spread of the virus. Yet, as we have learned, there are massive numbers of people who don’t even know it and don’t experience any symptoms. In short, they don’t even feel sick. What we have seen, whether it be in multigenerational households or with the people who are most vulnerable to this virus—mainly, the elderly and the people with underlying health problems—is that they cannot be properly isolated unless we can identify the people who are carrying the virus even though they themselves may not be suffering any symptoms.

The first coronavirus package we passed made testing free. It removed the cost barrier that could prevent those who are infected from receiving care. At the time, if you were asymptomatic, the CDC—Centers for Disease Control and Prevention—didn’t recommend you getting a test. Some of that was because of the constraints on the numbers of tests that were available. The fact is, if you are not suffering from any symptoms, you are probably not highly motivated to go get a test because you may not even know you have the virus, and you may not know you need one.

We are testing a lot more now than we were back then. Congress has provided another $26 billion to scale up testing, and we have gone from conducting an average of 145,000 tests a day nationwide in early April to more than 700,000 today. So, that is an area that has been a dramatic improvement.

What we know is there is more we need to do.

The HEALS Act, which we introduced yesterday, will provide an additional $25 billion to support testing efforts. When combined with the approximately $9 billion that still exists from the previous bills, it will make another $25 billion available to strengthen our testing nationwide. This will help to improve our testing strategy and capacity and reduce the backlog that has left some Texans waiting more than 2 weeks for test results. These tests are not very useful if it takes 2 weeks to get the results.

Because we ramped up the number of people who were tested, the lab companies that were analyzing the tests ended up getting backlogged. Now we have taken corrective measures in cities like Dallas to make other testing available and bring that number down, but this has been a constant challenge. It needs to be as quick and easy as possible for folks not only to get tests but to get the results, and this funding helps to make sure there will be serious strides in support of that goal.

I know there are testing protocols that are being analyzed right now that may make this easier and may even make the results quicker. I know, for example, in the Texas A&M University System, Chancellor Sharp said he has contracted for 15,000 tests a month for the students who will return on campus. Now, in his view, he said those students will probably be safer on campus than they will be back home, especially if they end up going to bars or other social venues and do not properly social distance or wear masks.

Beyond testing, we need additional support for the healthcare providers who have been on the frontlines. In my State, I know the Governor has asked a number of hospitals in the hardest hit areas to defer elective surgeries. As I have come to learn and as the President, Mr. President, no doubt, knows, that is how hospitals pay the bills. Many of the people who show up either get charity care or the payment through Medicaid or Medicare is less than that from private health insurance, so hospitals need a mix of elective surgeries and other treatments to stay in business, and they will have to make adjustments to ensure they get full insurance coverage in order to balance their books overall.

Congress has already provided $175 billion for a healthcare provider relief fund, which has given hospitals, clinics, and physicians the resources they need to continue treating COVID–19 patients and stay afloat financially. So far, more than 20,000 hospitals and healthcare providers in my State alone alone have been credited from this fund, which with over $4.1 billion coming to Texas.

The HEALS Act will supplement that fund with an additional $25 billion to help these providers navigate the surge in patients and made supplies like masks, gloves, and ventilators. If our hospitals don’t have the personal protective equipment to protect the frontline staff, the resources to treat patients, or the funding to keep their doors open, we will be in a bad shape. This legislation will go a long way to making sure we don’t ever reach that point.

In addition to supplementing the healthcare provider relief fund, this legislation will also enhance some of our most critical health resources. We know our community health centers are an important part of the safety net when it comes to accessing healthcare. This bill will provide $7.6 billion to our community health centers, which usually serve people on a sliding scale based on their ability to pay. Some people have full insurance coverage; others are covered by Medicare or Medicaid; and some simply don’t have the money to pay at all, but all are welcome and are treated at our community health centers.

We also send $4.5 billion to mental health, suicide prevention, and substance use disorder services. We all know that the mitigation efforts we have all been engaged in by staying in our homes and not leaving for a period of time, as instructed by public health and other government officials, has exacted a very difficult toll on families, particularly on people who have had nowhere to go to escape somebody who has been abusing them in domestic violence scenarios or on people who are simply feeling a sense of isolation and have nowhere to turn to. So, I think the HEALS Act will do that as they wonder how they are going to pay the bills and take care of their families. Maybe they have loved ones who are in nursing homes—the elderly are particularly vulnerable—who they haven’t been able to see because of the isolation efforts.

And then we know people will self-medicate with alcohol or drugs. So this
$4.5 billion is important to help provide the mental health, suicide prevention, and substance use disorder services that are going to be needed not only right now but in the indefinite future. We also provide an additional $15 billion to the National Institutes of Health for research and an additional $26 billion for vaccine research.

We know our frontline healthcare providers have gotten much, much better and saved many more lives by coming up with treatments that actually have been effective. Some of these are common prescription drugs that are used for other purposes that have been repurposed for treatment of COVID–19 symptoms.

We know that convalescent plasma, taken from people who have had the virus, who have developed immunities, when they donate blood, that plasma can actually be used to help treat patients with serious COVID–19 symptoms.

And we know that there are other treatments in progress, along with the race to get a vaccine. Ultimately, we know that the vaccine is going to be important to our ability to defeat and live with this virus.

But in the meantime, we know we need to learn to live with this virus in a way that protects our public health and allows us to safely reopen our economy.

So the last thing I want to mention is liability protection. Why is this so important?

We have many nonprofits or businesses think about reopening, thinking about kids going back to school safely—whether online and then transitioning to in person, or colleges and universities—we know that there are going to be a lot of lawsuits filed, second guessing why people didn’t do something different, when, in fact, this pandemic has surprised all of us in so many ways.

And what this does is provide a safe harbor for legal liability for those individuals who followed government guidance in good faith. It can’t be the fact that you would subject a frontline healthcare worker who had no choice but to put on personal protective equipment and go to work to treat patients—it would be a cruel joke to say: Now we are going to come back and file lawsuits against you and sue you for money damages because you didn’t somehow know exactly what you were dealing with.

We know that frontline healthcare workers are performing a physically and mentally taxing job, made only more difficult by the fact we didn’t understand exactly what we were dealing with, with this novel virus, and we are still learning more.

Well, I learned, for example, about a hospital in a rural community outside Wichita Falls that only had 12 tests available. Because of limited resources, a physician made the difficult decision not to test an ER patient for COVID–19 because the patient didn’t meet the criteria set out by the Centers for Disease Control. The following day, that patient went to Wichita Falls and received a test, and several days later found out that they tested positive.

Now, imagine you are that physician. You followed the CDC guidelines for testing, but you conserve the limited resources available in your community; but there is nothing stopping the patient from heading to the nearest lawyer’s office and filing a lawsuit against you for somehow refusing them a test.

All of a sudden, you are scrambling to defend yourself in a lawsuit that, quite frankly, should not have been filed in the first place.

But enough time in courtrooms to know that many times lawsuits are not filed with the goal of actually prevailing on the merits; they are filed in order to gain a settlement because the cost of defending yourself is too large, in fact, if you are a business that has been hanging on by a thread, just the threat of that kind of litigation and the expense and energy it takes to defend that case, even though it lacks merit, could well cause you to put on the towel or put you out of business.

So we have introduced, as part of this HEALS Act, legislation that will provide that safe harbor. It will not provide blanket immunity; it will not protect against intentional or reckless misconduct; but it would establish clear guardrails like those in a number of States. As a matter of fact, 30 different States have passed similar protections for their healthcare workers. Other States have done it in other categories, but it is important, I believe, for us to provide clear authority so people know what they are dealing with.

I would note, for example, that some of these same guardrails are very similar to those enacted by Executive order in the minority leader’s home State of New York. I know the legislature has now sent Governor Cuomo another bill, basically, with the same framework, and he has not yet made a decision to sign that.

But overall the HEALS Act will help provide the resources Texas hospitals, to the States, providers need to sustain and win this fight, while protecting our heroic healthcare workers from a second epidemic in the courtroom.

So I hope both sides of the aisle will work together, as we have in the past on COVID–19 response legislation, and make sure we can get a bill to the President’s desk on a timely basis that delivers these and other necessary changes at a critical time for our country.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The legislative clerk proceeded to call the roll.

Mr. LANKFORD. Madam President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

Mr. McSALLY. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. LANKFORD. Madam President, Senator DURBIN and I have worked for months on an issue on rural healthcare. Whether it is in rural Illinois or it is in rural Oklahoma, there is a challenge dealing with rural hospitals and sustaining their viability.

So Senator DURBIN and I partnered together to determine what is the best way to get a solution that is a long-term solution to what they are currently facing with COVID–19.

While COVID–19 has impacted all types of businesses, rural hospitals have probably dealt with some very difficult challenges. Getting PPE early on in the process was much more challenging for rural hospitals than it was for urban—keeping doctors, managing separation, getting airflow areas in place to manage the virus through areas, and also managing just patient count, where, for many rural hospitals, they just shut down because all elective surgery was stopped and such, and so they lost all of that income though they still had all the employees. It was an exceptionally challenging thing, but it is challenging on top of the challenge that they have already faced for decades in just surviving in rural America.

Many individuals in rural areas—in fact, the dominant proportion in many rural areas receiving healthcare are receiving it through Medicaid or Medicare. We want to make sure that those providers providing those high-need areas are reimbursed appropriately.

But in 2006, Congress shifted the designation for critical access hospitals and took away something called the necessary provider, giving the flexibility to the States.

As a result of that action in 2006, we have seen the closure of 118 rural hospitals nationwide since that time period. The “critical access hospital” designation was created because of a string of hospital closures in the 1980s and early 1990s. Yet we have not responded in the way that we should from the change in statute in 2006.

Simply what we are trying to do is to give that flexibility back to the States again. If they have the hospital in that rural area that is the only provider in that community that is a Medicare-dependant hospital or is a very small hospital.
with fewer than 50 beds, that area has to be an area that is designated as a rural area. It can’t just be any suburban area or any other type of hospital. It has to be a rural hospital in particular. It has to have a high percentage of patients that are uninsured individuals with income below the poverty line. Those hospitals in those locations could be designated by their States as a necessary provider and be treated as if they are a critical access hospital. What would that do? That would guarantee reimbursement for reimbursements because now we have some rural hospitals designated as critical access and some hospitals that meet all the other criteria, but they may be 34 miles away from another hospital, so that hospital in that county dies while the other hospital survives. In my State, we have a critical access hospital 34 miles away from a hospital across the border in Texas, so the hospital in Oklahoma can’t get the critical access designation and can’t survive because 34 miles away from a hospital in another State that has the critical access.

We need the flexibility in our States to be able to do this kind of designation. Senator DURBIN and I have run this through a lot of places and a lot of people, and we have gotten a lot of technical input in it to make sure this actually works for our rural hospitals and provides not just a short-term survival through COVID–19 but also provides long-term stability for them. This kind of work we should do together to make sure we stabilize those rural hospitals. They are a lifeline to people in rural America. They are a lifeline of employment, and they are a stable feature in every community. Without them, those communities dry up because people need access to healthcare, and this is the way that they can get it.

I am glad to partner with Senator DURBIN on this issue, and it is our hope to get the next bill dealing with COVID–19 in the days ahead. Quite frankly, it was our hope to get it into the last one—we didn’t get it—and into the one before that. Surprisingly enough, everyone seems to be nodding their heads on both sides of the aisle saying: That is a good idea. That will be effective. We want to move it from “that is a good idea” to “done” for the sake of rural hospitals across the Nation.

With that, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Illinois.

Mr. DURBIN. I thank my colleague from Oklahoma. I could not have said it any better or more effectively than he just did.

Like Oklahoma, downstate Illinois has an area of smaller cities and rural towns and smalltown communities. Many of them are lucky enough to have great hospitals, and they are their pride. They are not only important sources of medical care; they are a major part of the local economy and really are a rallying point for communities. Auxiliaries, volunteers, and so many people make these hospitals the focal point when you visit these communities. They are so proud of them.

Of course, we are worried about what this current pandemic is going to do. I have had conference calls with leaders from almost 120 hospitals across Illinois. I invited Members of Congress in, so we had bipartisan exchanges about the current crisis. One hospital CEO from Crawford County, downstate along the Indiana border, told me that he used to pay 22 cents for a surgical gown, and now he pays between $11 and $20 for each one. Hospitals are facing limited access to future tests, swabs, and supplies that they need. The Heroes Act would direct the administration to utilize the Defense Production Act to help solve that problem, and I commend Senators MURPHY and BALLASKY from Oklahoma for their legislation, which I am joining, to do the same.

One of the most profound consequences of the pandemic is the impact on the solvency of these hospitals. Across Illinois, rural hospitals are the heart and soul of the communities; otherwise, people drive literally for hours to get medical care, sometimes in emergency situations. They are important parts of the local economy. We think downstream hospitals generate $5 billion into our State economy each year, and I don’t doubt that.

This pandemic has pushed them to the brink. Even prior to this crisis, they were facing financial uncertainty. Half of rural hospitals operating in the red. One in four were at risk of closure. As the Senator from Oklahoma mentioned, 120 have closed across the Nation in the past decade.

We have had a little better in Illinois, but we are worried about the future. When a rural hospital closes, not only do doctors disappear, but jobs disappear, and businesses struggle to stay. The coronavirus pandemic has accelerated the strains we face. We believe our Illinois hospitals are losing $1.4 billion each month. Many, like those near nursing homes and meat processing plants, have had to expand surge staffing to deal with COVID patients. All have been forced to cancel outpatient and elective services. In Illinois, 70 percent of rural hospital revenues are from outpatient services. The same is true in neighboring States like Kentucky.

National Rural Health Association reports that our hospitals have on average only 33 days of cash on hand. There is an immediate need to stabilize, and that is why we have come up with this bipartisan plan. Senator JAMES LANKFORD and I have introduced the Rural Hospital Closure Prevention Act. It is supported by the American Hospital Association and the National Rural Health Association. It would update Medicare’s “critical access hospital” designation to provide flexibility around the 35-mile distance requirement, so more rural hospitals would qualify for additional payments from the Federal Government. We project that six hospitals in Iowa and scores more in Illinois, New York, and Kentucky would qualify for this financial lifeline, securing their stability. We do it in a restrained, cost-effective manner by focusing on the hospitals that have faced financial losses and are located in areas with a shortage of healthcare providers. It is common sense.

This bipartisan bill is a priority for us. We want to make it a priority for the Senate, and we have to do so. We know that we have come to this discussion with a good, encouraging conversation with Senator GRASSLEY today in support of the Iowa Rural Health Association. The CEO and lead- er from Oklahoma for their legislation, which I am joining, to do the same.

With a spike in COVID–19 cases across rural America, we have seen hospitals reaching capacity, and we need to make sure that our hospitals—those ones we are talking about in rural areas—survive. The health and economic toll of this crises demands it. I hope that Democrats and Republicans in the Senate include this in any bipartisan package. The cost of inaction will be disastrous.

Senator LANKFORD and I were prepared to seek passage of this bill by unanimous consent today, but we have been encouraged to continue negotiating with our colleagues to see if we can make sure our rural hospitals are a timely part of the package—in the near future. I hope that is the case, and we will hold off from any unanimous consent request because of that hope.

UNANIMOUS CONSENT REQUEST—H.R. 6

Mr. DURBIN. Madam President, last month, in a landmark decision, the Supreme Court held that Trump’s attempts to repeal the Affordable Care Act’s protections for Dreamers. Those are the young immigrants who came to the United States as children.

In an opinion by Chief Justice John Roberts, the Court held that President Trump’s attempts to rescind DACA, Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals, crossed the line of what is constitutional. Those were the words of the Court.

More than a month later, the Trump administration has refused to restore the DACA Program. The Court mandate.

On April 4, 2019, the House of Representa-
passed H.R. 6, the Dream and Promise Act. This legislation would give Dreamers a path to citizenship, and it passed on a strong bipartisan vote. The Dream and Promise Act has been pending in the Senate on the desk of Senator McConnell for more than a year. Last month, I sent a letter signed by all 47 Democratic Senators, calling on Majority Leader McConnell to immediately schedule a vote on the Dream and Promise Act. As of today, Senator McConnell has not even replied to this letter. Since Senator McConnell refuses to take any action to address the plight of these Dreamers, I will ask unanimous consent at this point for the Senate to pass the bipartisan Dream and Promise Act.

Madam President, I ask unanimous consent that the Senate proceed to the immediate consideration of Calendar No. 112, H.R. 6, the American Dream and Promise Act; further, that the bill be considered read a third time and the Senate should work out and does not have all three bodies engaged in the process.

With that, I would object.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Objection is heard.

The Senator from Oklahoma.

Mr. LANKFORD. Madam President, reserving the right to object, Senator Durbin knows extremely well that unanimous consent is trying to get all 100 Senators to agree on something. Senator Durbin has done remarkable work for years advocating on the issue of immigration, and he knows exceptionally well what a difficult issue this is. He has been involved in countless debates and negotiations dealing with this issue, and there is certainly not 100 percent agreement on a House bill that passed in 2019 on how to solve immigration.

So it is not going to pass. I certainly will object in a moment to this.

This is words just dealing with DACA. As this body knows very well, there were four separate votes dealing with immigration in February of 2018. At that time, three of those dealt with the issue of DACA, and none of those actually were able to get 60 votes to be able to pass.

The Trump administration was very engaged in those negotiations, and the White House itself brought a proposal to deal with DACA and multiple other issues with the immigration. It failed to get 60 votes to move it in 2018, and the Court at that time swooped it up and said they wanted to be able to look at it.

Now 2 years later, the Court finally responded, putting it back into the administration’s hands and, quite frankly, back into Congress’s hands. I will tell you, I wish the Court had not engaged in 2018 because there was a lot of engagement from the Trump administration, from the Senate, and from the White House itself. But the Court got it right.

President Trump has stated numerous times in public interviews and in private conversations that he wants to do something to take care of those kids in DACA, but that is not what this particular bill does. This particular bill far exceeds just the DACA population. In fact, this bill is defined as the group that was 16 years old and in the United States before June 15, 2017. This bill deals with 18-year-olds in the United States just 4 years ago and before, greatly increasing the population. So this is not just a DACA conversation: this is a much larger bill than just a DACA bill in that sense.

While I do agree we do need to continue bipartisan conversations—and President Trump has expressed a desire to engage in that—I think this is something the White House, the House, and the Senate should work out and not try to have all 100 Senators agree on something that comes to the floor today that has not gone through the proper debate and does not have all three bodies engaged in the process.

I am not surprised, but I understand the Senator objected. I am not surprised, but I understand his statement. I do hope that he feels as I do that we should be working in a bipartisan fashion to find an answer to this challenge.

I have been working on this Dream Act for a number of years. Over 780,000 young people have signed up for DACA, and many more are currently eligible, and I would like to address their plight in just a moment here on the floor. But I thank the Senator from Oklahoma for the encouraging words to continue this effort. It is long past time for us to find a bipartisan answer to this situation.

It was just 10 years ago when I joined with Senator Richard Lugar, a Republican from Indiana, on a bipartisan basis to call on President Obama to use his legal authority to protect Dreamers from deportation. President Obama responded by creating the DACA Program. DACA provides temporary protection from deportation of Dreamers if they register with the government, pay a fee, and pass criminal and national security background checks.

I got started on this 20 years ago. I know you have to be patient to serve in the U.S. Senate, but I am losing my patience, not for my own plight and situation but for these young people. We know their circumstances. They were brought to this country as infants, toddlers, and little kids. They grew up here thinking this was home. It was home. They went to our schools. They pledged allegiance to our flag. They counted themselves as just another family. They learned how to vote. They learned when they were teenagers, mom and dad sat down with them and said: We have a serious matter to discuss with you. It turns out you are undocumented. Technically, you are illegal in your presence in the United States, and let us warn you that at any moment you could be stopped, arrested, and deported. In fact, they might even drag many members of the family along with you if that circumstance should apply.

Imagine growing up with that as a teenager, with all the things you worry about in adolescence, worrying about a knock on the door, on the situation that might drag along other members of your family. That is how these kids lived. That is how they grew up.

One of them came to my attention in Chicago. Her name is Tereza Lee. Tereza came to the United States originally from Korea through Brazil. She came to Chicago with her family on a visitor visa at the age of 2. Her family stayed. Most of them reached legal status, but they never filed any papers for Tereza. She didn’t discover until she was in high school that she was an undocumented person in America.

She just happened to have an extraordinary talent as a musician. She signed up for a program known as the MERIT Program. They taught her how to play the piano, which she had already started learning. She was found so phenomenal that by the end of her high school years, her instructor said: Why don’t you apply to the great music schools of America—Julliard or the Manhattan conservatory of music?

She started to fill out the application with her mom and came to the section where it said “citizenship,” and she said: What are we supposed to put there, Mom?

And her mom said: I don’t know. We better call the office of Senator Durbin.

They called us, and we learned for the first time of Tereza’s situation. Under the law of America, despite the fact that this 2-year-old girl who arrived in the United States and now is 18 years of age—under the laws of the United States, she is compelled to leave the United States for 10 years and apply to come back in.

How could you do that? She didn’t choose not to file for the right legal papers. She was the victim of this situation. So, on her behalf, I introduced the DREAM Act, and over the years, I have tried my level best in every way imaginable to pass it and have frustrated the law. I think that young people just like her can have a chance to earn their way to permanent status in the United States and ultimately to citizenship.

I often fail to tell the end of this story, and I want to tell it because many people say: What ever happened to Tereza Lee? Well, the fact is, she was accepted by the Manhattan conservatory of music, and these wonderful people in Chicago—including my dear friend Joan Harris—said: We will pay for her education. She is so good.

They did it. She finished. She married an American Jazz musician and
became an American citizen by virtue of that decision. They now have three children. She just emailed me last week. She just got her Ph.D. in music. She has performed in Carnegie Hall. She is an amazing young woman. She was featured in a local newspaper.

That is not a unique story. I have come to the floor over 100 times and told stories just like that of young people brought to the United States who are remarkable and who could really add so much to this country.

There have been some 800,000 Dreamers who have come forward to sign up for DACA, the program we discussed earlier. DACA, under President Obama, by Executive order, unleashed the full potential of many of these Dreamers for the first time. They could be public about their status, go to college, and do things they dreamed of. Many of them today are contributing to this country as soldiers and teachers and owners of small businesses and homeowners.

More than 200,000 DACA recipients are essential, critical, infrastructure workers. That is not my term; that is a term of the Donald Trump Department of Homeland Security. That is how they are classified: essential, critical infrastructure workers; 200,000—a fourth of the DACA recipients. Among them are 41,700 DACA recipients in the healthcare industry—doctors, intensive care nurses, paramedics, respiratory therapists, and health professionals like the one I will talk about in just a moment.

But on September 5, 2017, despite his assurances to me and so many others that he would take special care of these young people, these Dreamers, President Trump repealed DACA. Hundreds of thousands of Dreamers faced losing their work permits and being deported out of the United States to countries they didn’t even remember.

Federal courts stepped in and ordered the Trump administration to continue the DACA Program while they resolved in court whether the President’s actions were proper. However, Dreamers who have not received DACA protection have been blocked from applying for this protection now for almost 3 years. For example, children cannot apply for DACA until they reach the age of 15. The Center for American Progress estimates that approximately 300,000 Dreamers have been unable to apply for this program since President Trump abolished it—or tried to—on September 5, 2017. Fifty-five thousand of those young people have turned 15 in that period of time.

Two weeks ago, I joined with Senator KAMALA HARRIS in leading a letter from 33 Senators to the Acting Secretary of Homeland Security, Chad Wolf. Our letter called on the Trump administration to immediately comply with the Supreme Court decision and require Dreamers to seek reclassification to seek admission or at least protection under that program. So far, of course, we have not received a response to our letter, but that is not unusual with this administration.

Ten days after a Federal judge issued an order for the Trump administration to follow the law and follow the order of the Supreme Court and begin accepting new applications for DACA. So earlier today, Acting Secretary Chad Wolf of the Department of Homeland Security finally responded. Here is what he said: “The Department of Homeland Security will take action to thoughtfully consider the future of DACA policy, including whether to fully rescind the program. In the interim, DHS will reject all initial requests for DACA.” That is in open defiance of the order of the Supreme Court in the decision issued by Chief Justice John Roberts—open defiance by the President and his administration. What on Earth is this supposed to mean?

If the Trump administration wants to repeal DACA again—and I pray that they won’t—they can certainly try, and they can see if that action would be arbitrary, capricious, or somehow withstand legal scrutiny. But under our system of separation of powers, the executive branch of government does not get to “thoughtfully consider” whether to comply with a Supreme Court order for some undefined period of time.

Let’s be clear. The Supreme Court rejected the repeal of DACA. That means DACA returns to its original status, and the Trump administration must reclassify DACA recipients and program and must do it now. Instead, Mr. Wolf is saying the DHS is going to turn away 300,000 Dreamers eligible for DACA who have not had a chance to apply because the case has been in court.

Mr. Wolf claims the administration is following the law, but it is notable that the Department of Homeland Security website still features a statement from a DHS official saying the Supreme Court’s decision “has no basis in law.”

After the Supreme Court decision, President Trump tweeted: “I have wanted to take care of DACA recipients better than the Do Nothing Democrats, but for 2 years they have refused to negotiate.” Well, here is the reality, and it isn’t the President’s tweet. The President has rejected numerous bipartisan deals to protect the Dreamers.

Take one example—February 15, 2018. The Senate considered bipartisan legislation by Republican Senator Mike Rounds and Democrat Senator ANGUS KING. The bill, which included a path to citizenship for Dreamers, was supported by a bipartisan majority of Senators. It failed to reach 60 votes that it needed to pass the Senate because President Trump opposed it. Remember when he said that the Democrats were at fault here, that there were no bipartisan measures to solve this problem? Here is a bipartisan measure that was openly opposed. On the same day, the Senate voted on the President’s immigration proposal. The Trump plan failed by a bipartisan majority of 39 to 60.

Over the years, I have come to the floor of the Senate many times to tell the stories of Dreamers. These stories tell the whole story, as far as I am concerned, as to what is at stake with the future of DACA and the Dream Act.

Let me tell you the story today about this young man, Juan Alvarez—125th Dreamer—whom I have come to the floor to introduce to the Senate and the people who are watching.

He came to the United States from Mexico at 3 years of age and grew up in Compton, CA. A great student. From a young age, he wanted to get involved in healthcare, but because of his immigration status—undocumented—he was unable to attend nursing school. Instead, he went to the California State University in Long Beach, where he completed a bachelor of science degree in nutrition and dietetics. Today, thanks to DACA, Juan is working as a dietitian at an acute care hospital in Los Angeles.

He sent me a letter, and here is what he said:

I never imagined that I would be able to work in the field that I am passionate about—but thanks to DACA, that was made possible. Simply said, DACA has opened doors for me that I once thought were bolted shut and completely out of reach.

Now, Juan Alvarez is on the frontline of the coronavirus pandemic. He is part of this hospital’s critical care team treating patients with coronavirus. Just as I did when I worked in a hospital, Juan tells me that patients receive adequate nutrition during their hospital stay so they survive. Here is what he said about this experience:

I am in constant fear of being infected and then infecting my family. I am an essential healthcare worker; I continue to show up to work and put myself at risk so that I can continue to serve my patients. While I do it to continue to help my patients and make sure that they are well nourished and strong enough to fight off the virus, I cannot set aside how worried I am myself.

I want to thank Juan Alvarez for his service. He is an American hero. He is a DACA health hero. He is putting himself and his family at risk to save the lives of other Americans. He shouldn’t have to worry about whether he is going to be deported. He is not a medical nuisance if we tell him to leave or if we send him back to Mexico, which he doesn’t even remember, or if we allow him to become a citizen and to use his skills and education and training to continue to help others? I think the answer is clear.

Juan and hundreds of thousands of other Dreamers are counting on those
of us who serve in the Senate to solve this crisis that President Trump has created. I am sorry there was an objection to the Dream and Promise Act today. So long as I am a U.S. Senator, I will continue to come to this floor day after day, week after week, and month after month until the Senate gives Juan Vilchez a chance to become part of America's future. It would be an American tragedy to deport this wonderful and talented young healthcare worker who is literally saving lives as we meet today in the Senate.

We must ensure that Juan and hundreds of thousands of others in our essential workforce are not forced to stop when the need for their service has never been greater. We must give them the chance they deserve to become part of the American family.

I yield the floor.

I suggest the absence of a quorum.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will call the roll.

The bill clerk proceeded to call the roll.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from North Dakota.

Mr. CRAMER. Madam President, I ask unanimous consent that the order for the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

REMEMBERING JOHN LEWIS

Ms. KLOBUCHAR. Madam President, today I rise to honor a leader, a fighter, and a hero: Congressman John Lewis.

A few years ago, I was fortunate enough to travel to Selma, AL, with Congressman Lewis to commemorate “Bloody Sunday,” when the then 25-year-old activist helped lead 600 people across the Edmund Pettus Bridge.

At the end of the bridge, the marchers were attacked with billy clubs and tear gas. Congressman Lewis’s skull was fractured. He bore the scars until the day he died.

And that weekend, 48 years later, the White police chief of Montgomery handed his police badge to Congressman Lewis and publicly apologized for the police not protecting him and the Freedom Marchers.

Forty-eight years is a long time for an apology, and it only happened because Congressman Lewis never quiet fighting for progress, for civil rights, for economic justice, and for voting rights for every single American.

It was because of that spirit of persistence and resilience that I will always be in awe of Congressman John Lewis.

He never lost his faith that this country could be better, if only we put in the work. He never gave up on justice. He never stopped marching towards freedom.

John Lewis was born to sharecroppers in the Jim Crow South and dedicated his life to the civil rights movement.

As one of the original 13 Freedom Riders, he took on segregation. Despite being met by angry mobs, beatings, and arrests, Congressman Lewis didn’t give up.

Wise beyond his years, he was the youngest speaker at the 1963 March on Washington, which helped to organize. His words from that day have become a rallying cry for all those seeking equality. As Congressman Lewis explained, “To those who have said, ‘Be patient and wait,’ we must respond that we cannot be patient. We do not want our freedom gradually but we want to be free now.”

In 1964, he coordinated efforts for the “Mississippi Freedom Summer,” recruiting college students from around the country, including Minnesota, to join the movement to register Black voters across the South.

And still, he was far from done. In 1986, Congressman Lewis became the second African-American to be elected to Congress from Georgia and the Reconstruction, propelled by the same Black voters he had helped to empower and mobilize.

Once in Congress, John Lewis never stopped fighting, for voting rights, for basic human rights like healthcare, and for a more just and equal America.

There are so many reasons that we will miss him dearly, his unwavering persistence being just one. But now, it is up to us. To honor his life and carry on his legacy, we must not quit. So let’s pass the Voting Rights Advancement Act, and let’s all try and get in some good trouble.

ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS

TRIBUTE TO JAMES “RUSTY” MITCHELL

- Ms. McSALLY. Madam President, in the words of entrepreneur Henry Ford, “coming together is a beginning, staying together is progress, and working together is success.” As you and I know all too well, the role of a mediator presents unique challenges. From negotiating contracts to facilitating dialogue among parties, very few have the skillset and dedication to produce favorable results.

Today, I am here to honor a man who exemplifies the qualities of a true leader and innovator: John James “Rusty” Mitchell, the director of the Community Initiatives Team at Luke Air Force Base in Arizona. Mr. Mitchell will be retiring this month after over 39 years of government service to our country.

Upon completion of his undergraduate degree at the University of Southern California as an ROTC cadet, Mr. Mitchell was commissioned in 1976 to attend pilot training at the old Williams Air Force Base, which has a near and dear place to my heart, as I also attended it.

The culmination of an impressive 22-year USAF career as the commander of the 21st Squadron, 56th Fighter Wing at Luke, he retired in 1998 as a lieutenant colonel with multiple honors, including the Defense Meritorious Service Medal; the USAF Meritorious Service Medal, with three oakleaf clusters; and the Air Force Commendation Medal.

After 3 years as a pilot with United Airlines, Mr. Mitchell returned to Luke to take the lead as the director of the newly created Community Initiatives Team. Working with all 14 jurisdictions around the air base, as well as the State of Arizona, Mr. Mitchell and his team took into account the interests of various stakeholders in the State, the Federal Government, and the local community. The results were beyond any expectation. His team’s efforts transformed the entire community.

CIT’s first-class work on the Strategic Basing process led to the USAF selecting Luke to serve as the F-35A training site, which brought 144 F-35s and significant investments to the base. Through initiatives such as the FAA’s approval of a Special Air Traffic Rule, which enhanced safety and reduced flying hour costs, Mr. Mitchell and his team have truly shown how essential their role has been. There is no question that this work strengthened the Maricopa Area’s ties to Luke AFB.

Under Mr. Mitchell’s leadership, CIT is now one of the country’s best examples of how to bring community leaders, military families, and base leadership together. The outcome has been a collaboration of these groups rallying around one shared mission: to support the base’s military personnel and readiness. As a Valley resident for more than 25 years himself, Mr. Mitchell’s firsthand understanding has allowed him to personally address key issues at the base and in his community. His frequent appearances at city council meetings and active involvement in the broader community truly highlight his unwavering dedication to building bridges between Luke AFB and the public.

I would like to thank Lt. Col. (ret.) James “Rusty” Mitchell for his many years of service to our Nation, Luke AFB, and the Arizonans who call our community home. I have personally witnessed the many tremendous changes Rusty has made for Luke Air Force Base and the surrounding community. We will all be better off because of his selfless and tireless efforts. He will be sorely missed, and I wish him all the best in his retirement.

MESSAGES FROM THE PRESIDENT

Messages from the President of the United States were communicated to the Senate by Ms. Roberts, one of his secretaries.

EXECUTIVE MESSAGES REFERRED

As in executive session the Presiding Officer laid before the Senate the messages from the President of the United
States submitting sundry nominations which were referred to the Committee on Armed Services.

(The messages received today are printed at the end of the Senate proceedings.)

EXECUTIVE AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS

The following communications were laid before the Senate, together with accompanying papers, reports, and documents, and were referred as indicated:

EC–5157. A communication from the Director of the Regulatory Management Division, Environmental Protection Agency, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled ‘‘Mandatory Reporting of Precipitated Uranium’’ (FRL No. 10008–40–OCSP) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 21, 2020; to the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs.

EC–5166. A communication from the Administrator of the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled ‘‘Final Rule: Mitigation of the Deposit Insurance Assessment Effect of Participation in the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP), the PPP Liquidity Facility, and the Main Street Flex Loans Guarantee Program’’ (RIN 3840–AC50) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 21, 2020; to the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs.

EC–5156. A communication from the Director of Legislative Affairs, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled ‘‘Mandatory Reporting of Precipitated Uranium’’ (FRL No. 10008–40–OCSP) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 21, 2020; to the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs.

EC–5173. A communication from the Director of the Regulatory Management Division, Environmental Protection Agency, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled ‘‘Air Plan Approval; New Mexico, Request for the New Mexico Underground Storage Tank Program Revisions and Incorporation by Reference’’ (FRL No. 10011–49–Region 6) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 27, 2020; to the Committee on Environment and Public Works.

EC–5174. A communication from the Director of the Regulatory Management Division, Environmental Protection Agency, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled ‘‘Air Plan Approval; Indiana, Attainability Findings for the Sulfur Dioxide Nonattainment Area’’ (FRL No. 10012–09–Region 5) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 27, 2020; to the Committee on Environment and Public Works.

EC–5175. A communication from the Director of the Regulatory Management Division, Environmental Protection Agency, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled ‘‘Air Plan Approval; Nebraska; The Nebraska Plume Electrostatic Precipitation Revisions’ (FRL No. 10011–53–OAR) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 27, 2020; to the Committee on Environment and Public Works.

EC–5176. A communication from the Director of the Regulatory Management Division, Environmental Protection Agency, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled ‘‘Ocean Dumping: Modification of an Ocean Dredged Material Disposal Site Offshore of Mobile, Alabama’’ (FRL No. 10012–27–Region 4) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 27, 2020; to the Committee on Environment and Public Works.

EC–5177. A communication from the Director of the Peace Corps, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report entitled ‘‘Early Termination of Peace Corps Volunteers: Fiscal Year 2019’’; to the Committee on Foreign Relations.

EC–5178. A communication from the Director of Regulations and Policy Management Staff, Food and Drug Administration, Department of Health and Human Services, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled ‘‘Medical Devices; Exemptions From Premarket Notification: Class II Devices; Docket No. FDA–2013–N–3070’’ received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 23, 2020; to the Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.

EC–5179. A communication from the Director of Regulations and Policy Management Staff, Food and Drug Administration, Department of Health and Human Services, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled ‘‘Medical Devices; Exemptions From Premarket Notification: Class II Devices; Docket No. FDA–2013–N–3070’’ received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 23, 2020; to the Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.

EC–5180. A communication from the Assistant General Counsel for Regulatory Affairs, Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled ‘‘Final Rule: Mandated Reform of Single-Employer Plans: Interest Assumptions for Paying Benefits’’ (29 CFR Part 4022) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 23, 2020; to the Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.

EC–5181. A communication from the Department of Agriculture, Food and Nutrition, and Forestry.

EC–5182. A communication from the Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Legislative Affairs, Department of Agriculture, transmitting, pursuant to law, a six-month periodic report relative to the continuation of the national emergency with respect to the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction that was originally declared in Executive Order 12938 of November 14, 1994; to the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs.

EC–5158. A communication from the Director of Legislative Affairs, Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled ‘‘Final Rule: Mitigation of the Deposit Insurance Assessment Effect of Participation in the Paycheck Protection Program (PPP), the PPP Liquidity Facility, and the Main Street Flex Loans Guarantee Program’’ (RIN 3840–AC50) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 21, 2020; to the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs.

EC–5159. A communication from the Management Analyst, Forest Service, Department of Agriculture, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled ‘‘Land Uses; Special Uses; Procedures for Operating Plans and Agreements for Powerline Facility Maintenance and Vegetation Management Within and Abutting the Linear Boundary of a Special Use Authorization for a Powerline Facility’’ (RIN0966–AD96) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 21, 2020; to the Committee on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry.

EC–5160. A communication from the Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Navy (Manpower and Reserve Affairs), transmitting, pursuant to law, a report on the mobilizations of selected reserve units, received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 7, 2020; to the Committee on Armed Services.

EC–5161. A communication from the Under Secretary for Personnel and Readiness (Navy), transmitting the report of three (3) officers authorized to wear the insignia of the grade of rear admiral (lower half) in accordance with title 10 United States Code, section 777, this will not cause the Department to exceed the number of frocked officers authorized; to the Committee on Armed Services.

EC–5162. A communication from the Assistant Secretary, Bureau of Legislative Affairs, Department of Agriculture, transmitting, pursuant to law, a six-month periodic report relative to the continuation of the national emergency with respect to the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction that was originally declared in Executive Order 12938 of November 14, 1994; to the Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs.
Labor, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Refuge Alternatives for Underground Coal Mines” (RIN1219–AB84) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 8, 2020; to the Committee on Homeland Security, Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.

EC–5182. A communication from the Regulations Coordinator, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Department of Health and Human Services, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Control of Communicable Diseases; Foreign Quarantine and Exclusion Regulations” (RIN9090–AA72) received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 17, 2020; to the Committee on Homeland Security, Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.

EC–5183. A communication from the Director, Office of Acquisition Policy, General Services Administration, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Federal Acquisition Regulation; Federal Acquisition Circular 2020–07, Introduction” (FAC 2020–07) received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 22, 2020; to the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs.

EC–5184. A communication from the Director, Office of Acquisition Policy, General Services Administration, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Federal Acquisition Regulation; Federal Acquisition Circular 2020–07, Small Entity Compliance” (FAC 2020–07) received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 22, 2020; to the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs.

EC–5185. A communication from the Director, Office of Acquisition Policy, General Services Administration, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Federal Acquisition Regulation; FAR Case 2016–004, Increased Micro-Purchase and Simplified Acquisition Procedures” (RIN9090–AN46) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 22, 2020; to the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs.

EC–5186. A communication from the Director, Office of Acquisition Policy, General Services Administration, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Federal Acquisition Regulation; FAR Case 2016–005, Modifications to Cost or Pricing Data Requirements” (RIN9000–AN69) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 22, 2020; to the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs.

EC–5190. A communication from the Director, Office of Acquisition Policy, General Services Administration, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Video Visiting and Telephone Calls under the CARES Act” (RIN1219–A677) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 24, 2020; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

EC–5192. A communication from the Director, Office of Regulation Policy and Management, Department of Veterans Affairs, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Federal Acquisition Regulation; Acquisition of Commercial Items and Simplified Acquisition Procedures” (RIN9090–AP58) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 21, 2020; to the Committee on Veterans’ Affairs.

EC–5194. A communication from the Director, Office of Policy and Management, Department of Veterans Affairs, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Federal Acquisition Regulation; Acquisition of Commercial Items and Simplified Acquisition Procedures” (RIN9090–AC56) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 13, 2020; to the Committee on Veterans’ Affairs.

EC–5195. A communication from the Secretary of Veterans Affairs, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report relative to actions taken by the Secretary to ensure continued service to Veterans; to the Committee on Veterans’ Affairs.

EC–5196. A communication from the Legal Advisor, U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Homeland Security, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Safe Harbor; Definition of ‘Cherry Picker’” (RIN1625–AC56) (Docket No. USCG–2020–0283) received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 8, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC–5199. A communication from the Legal Advisor, U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Homeland Security, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Special Local Navigation Area; Delaware River and Bay, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania” (RIN1625–AA00) (Docket No. USCG–2020–0283) received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 8, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC–5200. A communication from the Legal Advisor, U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Homeland Security, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Safe Harbor; Charter Fireworks, St. Clair River, Michigan” (RIN1625–AA00) received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 8, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC–5201. A communication from the Legal Advisor, U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Homeland Security, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Safety Zone; HMS Medway, St. John’s River, Jacksonville, Florida” (RIN1625–AC56) (Docket No. USCG–2019–0485) received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 8, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC–5203. A communication from the Acting Chief of Regulations and Administrative Law, U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Homeland Security, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Person in Charge of Commercial Marine Debris, San Francisco” (RIN1625–AA00) (Docket No. USCG–2019–0485) received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 8, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC–5204. A communication from the Attorney Advisor, U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Homeland Security, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Special Local Navigation Area; Deep Water Channel, Tampa Bay, Florida” (RIN1625–AA00) received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 8, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC–5205. A communication from the Attorney Advisor, U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Homeland Security, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Safe Harbor; Delphi, Lake County, Indiana” (RIN1625–ACC0) (Docket No. USCG–2020–0283) received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 8, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC–5206. A communication from the Attorney Advisor, U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Homeland Security, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Safety Zone; Potomac River, Montgomery County, Maryland” (RIN1625–AA00) (Docket No. USCG–2020–0283) received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 8, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC–5207. A communication from the Legal Advisor, U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Homeland Security, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Person in Charge of Commercial Marine Debris, San Francisco” (RIN1625–AA00) (Docket No. USCG–2019–0485) received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 8, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.
No. USCG–2017–0488) received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 8, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC–5207. A communication from the Attorney Advisor, U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Homeland Security, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report of a rule entitled “Anchorage Grounds; Lower Chesapeake Bay, Cape Charles, Virginia” ((RIN1625–AA01) (Docket No. USCG–2014–0991)) received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 8, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC–5208. A communication from the Attorney Advisor, U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Homeland Security, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report of a rule entitled “Anchorage Grounds; Lower Mississippi River below Baton Rouge, Louisiana, including South and Southwest Passes; New Orleans, Louisiana” ((RIN1625–AA01) (Docket No. USCG–2014–0991)) received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 8, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC–5209. A communication from the Attorney Advisor, U.S. Coast Guard, Department of Homeland Security, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report of a rule entitled “Anchorage Grounds; Lower Chesapeake Bay, Cape Charles, Virginia” ((RIN1625–AA01) (Docket No. USCG–2014–0991)) received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 8, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC–5210. A communication from the Attorney Advisor, Office of General Counsel, Department of Transportation, transmitting, pursuant to law, a report of a rule entitled “Vacancy in the position of Inspector General, Department of Transportation, received during adjournment of the Senate in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 8, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC–5211. A communication from the Attorney Advisor, Office of General Counsel, Department of Transportation, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Safety Standard for Hand-Held Infant Carriers” (16 CFR Part 1225) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 22, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC–5212. A communication from the Acting Assistant General Counsel, Office of the General Counsel, Consumer Product Safety Commission, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Leased Commercial Access; Modernization of Media Regulation Initiative” ((MB Docket No. 07–42, and 17–165) (FCC 20–95)) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 27, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC–5213. A communication from the Program Analyst, Media Bureau, Federal Communications Commission, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Policy Statement on Frequency Matters” (FCC 20–105) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 27, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EC–5214. A communication from the Chairman, Surface Transportation Board, Department of Transportation, transmitting, pursuant to law, the report of a rule entitled “Policy Statement on Full Monetary Penalties on Small Entities” (Docket No. EP 794) received in the Office of the President of the Senate on July 22, 2020; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

EXECUTIVE REPORTS OF COMMITTEE

The following executive reports of nominations were submitted:

By Mr. INHOFE for the Committee on Armed Services.

Army nominations beginning with Col. Douglas S. Hornby and ending with Col. James P. Work, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on February 24, 2020. (minus 37 nominees beginning with Col. Stephen L. Allen)

Air Force nomination of Col. Rebecca R. Vernon, to be Brigadier General.

Air Force nomination of Col. Randall E. Kitchens, to be Brigadier General.

Army nomination of Maj. Gen. John B. Morrison, Jr., to be Lieutenant General.


Army nominations beginning with Col. Levon E. Cumpton and ending with Col. Edwards S. Little, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on June 24, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Col. Martin M. Clay, Jr. and ending with Col. Michael J. Turley, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on June 24, 2020.

Army nomination of Brig. Gen. Farin D. Schwartz, to be Major General.

Army nominations beginning with Brig. Gen. Gregory P. Chaney and ending with Brig. Gen. Jose J. Reyes, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on June 24, 2020.


Army nomination of Lt. Gen. Scott D. Berrier, to be Lieutenant General.

Army nominations beginning with Brig. Gen. John C. Andmoe and ending with Brig. Gen. William H. Swain, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 1, 2020.

Army nomination of Capt. Trent R. Demoss, to be Lieutenant Colonel.


Army nominations beginning with Col. Andrew W. Bitter and ending with Col. Mark B. Young, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 21, 2020.

Mr. INHOFE. Mr. President, for the Committee on Armed Services I report favorably on the following nomination lists which were printed in the RECORDS on the dates indicated, and ask unanimous consent, to save the expense of reprinting on the Executive Calendar that these nominations lie at the Secretary’s desk for the information of Senators.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

Air Force nomination of Leigh G. Johnson, to be Colonel.

Air Force nominations beginning with Chelsea L. Bartoe and ending with Daniel J. Watson, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on June 24, 2020.

Air Force nomination of Kelly C. Martin, to be Lieutenant Colonel.

Air Force nomination of Lance M. Gower, to be Major.

Air Force nomination of Jennifer M. Kolimar, to be Major.

Air Force nomination of Pamela L. Blueford, to be Lieutenant Colonel.

Air Force nomination of Suzanne K. Reego, to be Major.

Army nomination of Nathaniel S. Sanders, to be Major.

Army nominations beginning with Ivan A. Abukhameb and ending with Cheun S. Yoo, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on June 17, 2020.

Army nomination of James C. Birk, to be Lieutenant Colonel.

Army nomination of D01387, to be Lieutenant Colonel.

Army nomination of Jeremy J. Mandia, to be Major.

Army nominations beginning with Yousef H. Abukhameb and ending with David B. Zuisin, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on June 17, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Dante L. Amelotti and ending with Larry L. Zhang, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on June 17, 2020.

Army nomination of Mark E. Patton, to be Colonel.

Army nomination of Chris B. Winter, to be Colonel.

Army nomination of Gregorio Ayala, to be Lieutenant Colonel.

Army nominations beginning with Victor E. Beitelman and ending with Charles F. Gwynn, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on June 17, 2020.

Army nomination of Brennan A. Bysla, to be Major.

Army nomination of Derrick A. Dejon, to be Major.

Army nomination of Bradley C. Hannon, to be Major.

Army nomination of Christen L. Holcombe, to be Colonel.

Army nomination of Irwin Johnson, to be Major.

Army nomination of Brian J. Mawyer, to be Major.

Army nomination of Shawn M. Pierce, to be Major.

Army nomination of Ericka M. Rostran, to be Lieutenant Colonel.

Army nomination of Nicholas D. Hebblethwaite, to be Major.

Army nomination of Steve L. Martineili, to be Colonel.

Army nomination of Peter H. Chapman, to be Colonel.

Army nomination of Heidi B. Demarest, to be Lieutenant Colonel.

Army nomination of Soraya Goddard, to be Colonel.

Army nomination of David A. A. Awanda, to be Major.

Army nomination of Andrew S. Lohrenz, to be Major.

Army nominations beginning with Steven J. Ackerson and ending with D013830, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 1, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Ji E. Ahn and ending with D011138, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 1, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Minh N. Ho and ending with D011138, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 1, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Talon G. Anderson and ending with D014845, which
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nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 1, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Marielle C. Bettencourt and ending with Robert S. Vaidya, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 20, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Ruffin Brown III and ending with John R. Zillhardt, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 21, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Timothy N. Asimlend and ending with Donald F. McArthur, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 21, 2020.

Army nomination of Julie H. Formby, to be Colonel.

Army nominations beginning with Evan Hart and ending with Edward M. Wise, Jr., which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 21, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Jason J. Carpent and ending with Shane D. Vania, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 21, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Jennifer M. Douthwaite and ending with Jeffrey L. Yonke, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 21, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Charles C. Bouma and ending with Karl G. Wagner III, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 21, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Timoth y J. Belusacak II and ending with Jason J. Potts, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 21, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Laura C. Fahrenbrook and ending with Ismael Rodriguez, Jr., which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 21, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with William C. Comstock and ending with Kelly L. Johnson, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 21, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Alexander L. Ailer and ending with Karlene M. Wright, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 21, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Lidilla M. Amadorgaca and ending with Jessica E. W. Young, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 21, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Alexandrina A. E. Argue and ending with Aidan K. Wolfe, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 21, 2020.

Army nominations beginning with Michael K. Allen and ending with Jerry W. Wyrick II, which nominations were received by the Senate and appeared in the Congressional Record on July 21, 2020.

Army nomination of Justin W. Jennings, to be Commander.
S. 4347. A bill to establish a Coronavirus Rapid Response Federal Labor-Management Task Force, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs.

By Mr. CASSIDY (for himself and Ms. SMITH):

S. 4348. A bill to provide for the conduct of a GAO study and report on rural health access during the COVID–19 pandemic; to the Committee on Finance.

SUBMISSION OF CONCURRENT AND SENATE RESOLUTIONS

The following concurrent resolutions and Senate resolutions were read, and referred to the Committees indicated, as indicated:

By Mrs. FISCHER (for herself and Ms. DUCKWORTH):

S. Res. 659. A resolution designating September 2020 as “School Bus Safety Month,” to the Committee on the Judiciary.

By Mr. PERDUE (for himself, Mrs. LOEFFLER, Mr. McCONNELL, Mr. SCHUMER, Mr. ALEXANDER, Ms. BROWN, Mr. ROBERTS, Mrs. CORKER, Mr. BURKETT, Mrs. BLACKBURN, Mr. BLUMENTHAL, Mr. BLUMENTHAL, Mr. BOOKER, Mrs. GILLIBRAND, Ms. HARRIS, Mr. HARRIS, Mr. JONES, Mr. MARKY, Mr. MERKLEY, Mr. PETERS, Mr. SCHUMER, Ms. SMITH, Mr. VAN HOLLEN, and Ms. WARNEN):

S. 4349. A bill to provide, manufacture, and distribute high quality face masks for every individual in the United States during the COVID-19 emergency using the Defense Production Act and to the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs.

By Mr. CRUZ:

S. 4350. A bill to ensure that a State or local jurisdiction is ineligible to receive or use funds allocated, appropriated, or authorized to address COVID-19 if that State or jurisdiction discriminates against religious individuals or religious institutions, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Finance.

By Ms. SINEMA (for herself, Ms. MURKOWSKI, Mr. WHITEHOUSE, and Mrs. CAPITO):

S. 4351. A bill to establish a Committee on Large-Scale Carbon Management in the National Science and Technology Council and a Federal Carbon Removal Initiative, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

By Ms. COLLINS (for herself and Ms. EMMA ROSE):

S. 4352. A bill to establish a National Child Abuse Hotline; to the Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.

By Mr. BLACKBURN (for herself and Mr. DUCKWORTH):

S. 4353. A bill to direct the Government Accountability Office to evaluate appropriate coverage of assistive technology provided to patients who experience amputation or live with limb difference; to the Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.

By Mrs. TESTER (for himself and Mr. CARPER):

S. 4354. A bill to provide a tax credit to live event venues that provided refunds on tickets for events that were cancelled due to the coronavirus pandemic; to the Committee on Finance.

By Mr. CRUZ (for himself, Mrs. LOEFFLER, Mr. TILLIS, and Mr. RUBIO):

S. 4355. A bill to amend section 212 of the Immigration and Nationality Act to ensure that evidence derived from signals intelligence or technology transfer are considered in visa issuance, and for other purposes; to the Committee on the Judiciary.

By Mr. GRAHAM (for himself, Mrs. FEINSTEIN, Mr. LE, and Ms. KLOUCHAR):

S. 4356. A bill to amend the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 to repeal the sunset provision; considered and passed.

By Mr. SCHUMER (for himself, Mr. PETERS, Mr. BROWN, Mrs. FEINSTEIN, Mr. CARDIN, and Mr. VAN HOLLEN):

S. 4347. A bill to establish a Coronavirus Rapid Response Federal Labor-Management Task Force, and for other purposes; to the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs.

By Mr. CASSIDY (for himself and Ms. SMITH):

S. 4348. A bill to provide for the conduct of a GAO study and report on rural health access during the COVID–19 pandemic; to the Committee on Finance.
At the request of Mr. Hoeven, the name of the Senator from Nevada (Ms. Rosen) was added as a cosponsor of S. 2479, a bill to provide clarification regarding the common or usual name for bison and compliance with section 403 of the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act, and for other purposes.

At the request of Mr. Murkowski, the name of the Senator from Louisiana (Mr. Kennedy) was added as a cosponsor of S. 2546, a bill to amend the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 to require a group health plan or health insurance coverage offered in connection with such a plan to provide an exceptions process for any medication step therapy protocol, and for other purposes.

At the request of Ms. Klobuchar, the name of the Senator from Oregon (Mr. Merkley) was added as a cosponsor of S. 2669, a bill to amend the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 to clarify the report of foreign election influence and require implementation of compliance and reporting systems by Federal campaigns to detect and report such acts, and for other purposes.

At the request of Mr. Inhofe, the name of the Senator from Illinois (Ms. Duckworth) was added as a cosponsor of S. 2898, a bill to amend title 5, United States Code, to provide for a full annuity supplement for certain air traffic controllers.

At the request of Mr. Schatz, the name of the Senator from California (Mrs. Feinstein) was added as a cosponsor of S. 2903, a bill to require the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, in consultation with the heads of other relevant Federal agencies, to develop financial risk analyses relating to climate change, and for other purposes.

At the request of Mr. Bennet, the name of the Senator from Nevada (Ms. Duckworth) was added as a cosponsor of S. 2975, a bill to prevent the spread of aquatic invasive species in western waters, and for other purposes.

At the request of Mr. Wicker, the name of the Senator from Iowa (Ms. Ernst) was added as a cosponsor of S. 3064, a bill to oppose violations of religious freedom in Ukraine by Russia and armed groups commanded by Russia.

At the request of Mr. Schatz, the name of the Senator from New York (Mrs. Gillibrand) was added as a cosponsor of S. 3232, a bill to promote and support the local arts and creative economy in the United States.

At the request of Mr. Hoeven, the name of the Senator from Nevada (Ms. Cortez Masto) was added as a cosponsor of S. 3395, a bill to require consultations on reuniting Korean Americans with family members in North Korea.

At the request of Ms. Rosen, the names of the Senator from New Jersey (Mr. Booker) and the Senator from Alaska (Mr. Sullivan) were added as cosponsors of S. 3596, a bill to require a longitudinal study on the impact of COVID-19.

At the request of Mr. Perdue, the name of the Senator from Maine (Ms. Collins) was added as a cosponsor of S. 3599, a bill to enhance our Nation's nurse and physician workforce during the COVID-19 pandemic by recapturing unused immigrant visas.

At the request of Mr. Grassley, the name of the Senator from Oregon (Mr. Wyden) was added as a cosponsor of S. 3756, a bill to direct the Secretary of Agriculture to establish a renewable fuel feedstock reliability program.

At the request of Mr. Bennet, the names of the Senator from Illinois (Mr. Durbin) and the Senator from Arizona (Ms. Sinema) were added as cosponsors of S. 3814, a bill to establish a loan program for businesses affected by COVID-19 and to extend the loan forgiveness period for paycheck protection program loans made to the hardest hit businesses, and for other purposes.

At the request of Ms. Warren, the name of the Senator from New York (Mrs. Gillibrand) was added as a cosponsor of S. 3850, a bill to require the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention to collect and report certain data concerning COVID-19.

At the request of Mr. Van Hollen, the names of the Senator from Alabama (Mr. Jones) and the Senator from North Carolina (Mr. Tillis) were added as cosponsors of S. 3952, a bill to require the imposition of sanctions with respect to foreign persons that have engaged in significant theft of trade secrets of United States persons, and for other purposes.

At the request of Mr. Wicker, the name of the Senator from Maine (Mr. King) was added as a cosponsor of S. 3979, a bill to amend title 10, United States Code, to authorize the Secretary of Defense to temporarily waive cost-sharing amounts under the TRICARE pharmacy benefits program during certain declared emergencies.

At the request of Mr. Wicker, the names of the Senator from Oregon (Mr. Wyden), the Senator from Michigan (Ms. Stabenow), the Senator from California (Ms. Harris), the Senator from Minnesota (Ms. Klobuchar) and the Senator from Texas (Mr. Cornyn) were added as cosponsors of S. 4012, a bill to establish a $120,000,000,000 Restaurant Revitalization Fund to provide structured relief to food service or drinking establishments through December 31, 2020, and for other purposes.

At the request of Ms. Klobuchar, the name of the Senator from Maine (Mr. King) was added as a cosponsor of S. 4033, a bill to require States to establish contingency plans for the conduct of elections for Federal office in response to national disasters and emergencies, and for other purposes.

At the request of Mr. Cramer, the name of the Senator from Alaska (Mr. Sullivan) was added as a cosponsor of S. 4117, a bill to provide automatic forgiveness for paycheck protection program loans under $150,000, and for other purposes.

At the request of Mr. Wicker, the names of the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. Boozman) and the Senator from South Dakota (Mr. Rounds), the Senator from California (Ms. Boxer), the Senator from Minnesota (Ms. Klobuchar) and the Senator from Massachusetts (Ms. Warren) were added as cosponsors of S. 4150, a bill to require the Secretary of the Treasury to provide assistance to certain providers of transportation services affected by the novel coronavirus.

At the request of Mr. Hoeven, the names of the Senator from South Dakota (Mr. Rounds), the Senator from Oregon (Mr. Wyden), the Senator from Alaska (Mr. Sullivan), the Senator from Michigan (Mr. Peters) and the Senator from Massachusetts (Ms. Warren) were added as cosponsors of S. 4152, a bill to provide for the adjustment or modification by the Secretary of Agriculture of loans for critical rural utility service providers, and for other purposes.

At the request of Mr. Thune, the names of the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. Boozman) and the Senator from Massachusetts (Ms. Warren) were added as cosponsors of S. 4160, a bill to enable certain hospitals that were participating in or applied for the drug discount program under section 340B of the Public Health Service Act prior to the COVID–19 public health emergency to temporarily maintain eligibility for such program, and for other purposes.

At the request of Mr. Schatz, the name of the Senator from Oregon (Mr. Merkley) was added as a cosponsor of S. 4167, a bill to set the interest rate
applicable to certain economic injury disaster loans, and for other purposes.

At the request of Mr. Brown, the names of the Senator from New York (Mrs. Gillibrand), the Senator from California (Mrs. Feinstein) and the Senator from Nevada (Ms. Rosen) were added as cosponsors of S. 4172, a bill to provide emergency funding for child welfare services provided under parts B and E of title IV of the Social Security Act, and for other purposes.

At the request of Ms. Collins, the names of the Senator from Alaska (Ms. Murkowski) and the Senator from New Jersey (Mr. Booker) were added as cosponsors of S. 4174, a bill to provide emergency appropriations to the United States Postal Service to cover losses related to the COVID–19 crisis and to direct the Board of Governors of the United States Postal Service to develop a plan for ensuring the long term solvency of the Postal Service.

At the request of Ms. Rosen, the names of the Senator from Alabama (Mr. Dunn) and the Senator from Virginia (Mr. Kaine) were added as cosponsors of S. 4227, a bill to improve access to economic injury disaster loans and emergency advances under the CARES Act, and for other purposes.

At the request of Mr. Scott of South Carolina, the name of the Senator from Texas (Mr. Cornyn) was added as a cosponsor of S. 4284, a bill to provide for emergency education freedom grants, to amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 to establish tax credits to encourage individual and corporate taxpayers to contribute to scholarships for students through eligible scholarship-granting organizations, and for other purposes.

At the request of Ms. Collins, the name of the Senator from Arkansas (Mr. Boozman) was added as a cosponsor of S. 4285, a bill to establish a pilot program through which the Institute of Museum and Library Services shall allocate funds to States for the provision of Internet-connected devices to librarians.

At the request of Ms. Cortez Masto, the names of the Senator from Alaska (Mr. Sullivan) and the Senator from Hawaii (Mr. Schatz) were added as cosponsors of S. 4299, a bill to provide grants for tourism and events support and promotion in areas affected by the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID–19), and for other purposes.

At the request of Mr. Graham, the name of the Senator from Iowa (Ms. Ernst) was added as a cosponsor of S. 4324, a bill to create the availability, development, and production of domestic resources to meet national personal protective equipment and material needs, and ensure American leadership in advanced research and development and semiconductor manufacturing.

At the request of Mr. Rubio, the name of the Senator from Colorado (Ms. Cortez Masto) as co-sponsor of S. 531, a resolution honoring Las Damas de Blanco, a women-led nonviolent movement in support of freedom and human rights in Cuba, and calling for the release of all political prisoners in Cuba.

STATIONS ON INTRODUCED BILLS AND JOINT RESOLUTIONS

By Ms. Collins (for herself and Ms. Sinema):

S. 4342. A bill to establish a National Child Abuse Hotline; to the Committee on Health, Education, Labor, and Pensions.

Mrs. Collins, Mr. President, I rise today to join my colleague from Arizona, Senator Sinema, in introducing legislation to support the operation of a national child abuse hotline. Of all the major national help hotlines, the crisis line for child abuse and neglect, which is a national, non-profit, is the only one without a federal authorization and dedicated federal funding. Our bill, the National Child Abuse Help Hotline Act of 2020, would give the Administration for Children and Families the authority to award a grant to a national nonprofit to support a hotline dedicated to the prevention and intervention of child abuse and neglect. The child abuse and neglect crisis happening across the United States has only been exacerbated by the Covid–19 pandemic. On average, five children die every day from child abuse and neglect. According to the Department of Health and Human Services’ Child Maltreatment Report, which was published in January 2020 and reflects 2018 figures, 678,000 children were victims of maltreatment in 2018 and a heartbreaking 1,770 children died—including three in Maine. These statistics reflect an unfortunate increase in both child fatalities and victims of maltreatment, and is the first increase for the number of victims who suffered maltreatment since 2015.

Access to prevention and intervention services nationwide has only become more critical in the face of the ongoing Covid–19 pandemic. The current crisis threatens to severely exacerbate child abuse and neglect, and a number of experts predict that child abuse is currently being underreported. In Maine, when schools closed their doors on March 16 and stay-at-home orders went in place, calls to Maine Child and Family Services decreased immediately, falling 32 percent in the first month. Of note, only seven percent of calls were from children, which is a dramatic drop from the 22 percent of teachers and other school staff—more than any other group—who call in typically to report abuse and neglect.

With stay-at-home orders, school closures, and high unemployment, families are experiencing financial stress, isolation, and new anxieties at the very time when children require exposure to mandatory reporters—such as teachers, physicians, and coaches—and safe environments where one may normally escape or seek help. In April, Dr. Larry Ricci, a child abuse pediatrician at Spaulding, located in Portland, Maine, said “our sense is that not only is abuse still happening at the same rate it was happening before, in all likelihood it has increased.” Dr. Ricci pointed out that “We’ve known for many years that the abuse rate mirrors the unemployment rate.” And as Michelle Fingerman, Vice President for Childhelp, a national nonprofit and the current operator of the Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline located in Arizona, details: “There is a wide range call fall from past anxious and school shutdowns. There is more abuse already occurring in homes where caregivers are melting down from the stress, children are trapped at home with abusers, schools and daycare are closed, and therapists are melting down. Frontline providers are now more difficult to access.”

During a time when children are not going to school, day care, or family resource centers, and, therefore, traditional resources may not be as easily accessible, the Childhelp National Child Abuse Hotline is a resource that is accessible to children and families across the country. The hotline, 1–800–4–A–CHILD, saw call volume increase by 33 percent from February to May. Childhelp’s text and online chat platform, which is supported by a $1 million ACF Innovation Grant that I have advocated for as a member of the Appropriations Committee, experienced a 66 percent increase in outreach since February.

The helpline importantly serves a wide range of individuals in every single state—at-risk children, distressed parents seeking crisis intervention, and concerned individuals who suspect that child abuse may be occurring. In Maine, where one in every 71 children is a victim of abuse, the National Child Abuse Hotline assisted nearly 200 callers in fiscal year 2019. Those in need are connected—either by phone or by text or online chat—with masters-level social workers who are there to offer confidential crisis intervention and information, literature, and referrals to emergency, social service, and support resources.

The bill we are introducing today would provide a small but meaningful federal investment to protect children across the country—authorizing $1 million annually for the Administration for Children and Families (ACF) to award grants to nonprofit entities to support a 24-hour, national, toll-free telephone hotline that will provide information and assistance to victims of
child abuse or neglect, parents, caregivers, mandated reporters, and other concerned community members. This does not interfere with any state-mandated reporter hotlines and can be a resource for these individuals. In fact, the current operator has more than 80 community partners in just Maine alone.

The helpline’s dedication to the prevention and intervention of child abuse and neglect is both successful and well-documented, and more federal support for this resource will improve our ability to reach children of all ages, as well as parents or caregivers in need. During a time when these supports are needed more than ever, I believe the existing infrastructure and experience of the National Child Abuse Hotline should be used. Even with just more outreach and communications, we could better support the needs of children and families during the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic and economic recovery. Investment now can help prevent the worst possible outcome—letting children fall through the cracks during an already traumatizing crisis.

Mr. President, I urge my colleagues to put the welfare of our nation’s children at the forefront of our national Covid-19 response and to support the adoption of this important legislation, which will benefit children and families in the age of Covid-19, as well as after this pandemic passes.

Thank you, Mr. President.

By Mr. GRAHAM (for himself, Mrs. FEINSTEIN, Mr. LEE, and Ms. KLOBUCHAR):

S. 4346. A bill to amend the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 to repeal the sunset provision; considered and passed.

S. 4346 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the “Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Permanent Extension Act”.

SEC. 2. FINDINGS; PURPOSE.

(a) FINDINGS.—Congress finds the following:

(1) Conspiracies among competitors to fix prices, rig bids, and allocate markets are categorically and irredeemably anticompetitive and contravene the competition policy of the United States.

(2) Cooperation incentives are important to the efforts of the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice to prosecute and deter the offenses described in paragraph (1).

(b) PURPOSE.—The purpose of this Act, and the amendments made by this Act, is to strengthen public and private antitrust enforcement by providing incentives for antitrust violators to cooperate fully with government prosecutors and private litigators through the repeal of the sunset provision of the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 (15 U.S.C. 1 note).

SEC. 3. REPEAL OF SUNSET PROVISION.

(a) REPEAL.—Section 211 of the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 (15 U.S.C. 1 note) is repealed.

(b) TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

(1) REVIVAL AND RESTORATION.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Sections 212, 213, and 214 of the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 (15 U.S.C. 1 note) as in effect on June 21, 2020, and as amended by the laws described in subparagraph (B), are reenacted and restored.

(B) LAWS.—The laws described in this subparagraph are:


(ii) The Act entitled “An Act to amend the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 to extend the operation of such Act, and for other purposes”, approved June 9, 2010 (Public Law 111–90; 124 Stat. 1275).

(c) APPLICABILITY.—

(1) MARKERS AND AGREEMENTS BEFORE SUNSET.—Notwithstanding the repeal under subsection (a), section 211(b) of the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 (15 U.S.C. 1 note), as in effect on the day before the date of enactment of this Act, shall continue to apply to any person who received a marker or entered into an antitrust leniency agreement on or before June 22, 2020.

(2) MARKERS AND AGREEMENTS AFTER SUNSET.—This Act applies to any person who received a marker or entered into an antitrust leniency agreement on or after June 23, 2020.

SUBMITTED RESOLUTIONS

SENATE RESOLUTION 659—DESIGNATING SEPTEMBER 2020 AS “SCHOOL BUS SAFETY MONTH”

Whereas, in an average year, on every school day in the United States, approximately 500,000 public and private school buses carry more than 26,000,000 K-12 students to and from school;

Whereas school buses comprise the largest mass transportation fleet in the United States;

Whereas, in an average year, 48 percent of all K-12 students ride a school bus for each of the 180 school days in a year, and school bus operators drive school buses a total of nearly 4,680,000,000 miles;

Whereas the Child Safety Network (referred to in this preamble as the “CSN”), which is celebrating 31 years of public service in the United States, supports the CSN Safe Bus campaign, which is designed to provide the school bus industry with driver training, the latest technology, and free safety and security resources;

Whereas the designation of School Bus Safety Month will allow broadcast and digital media and school bus industries to commit to disseminating public service announcements that are produced to—

(1) provide free resources designed to safeguard children;

(2) recognize school bus operators and professionals; and

(3) encourage the driving public to engage in safer driving behavior near school buses when students board and disembark from school buses;

Whereas key leaders who deserve recognition during School Bus Safety Month and beyond have—

(1) provided security awareness training materials to more than 14,000 public and private school districts;

(2) trained more than 116,800 school bus operators;

(3) provided more than 163,120 counterterrorism guides to individuals who are key to providing both safety and security for children in the United States; and

Whereas School Bus Safety Month offers the Senate and the people of the United States an opportunity to recognize and thank the school bus operators and the professionals;

Resolved, That the Senate designates September 2020 as “School Bus Safety Month”.

SENATE RESOLUTION 660—HONORING AND COMMENDING THE LIFE AND LEGACY OF REPRESENTATIVE JOHN LEWIS

Whereas John Lewis, a titan in the struggle for civil rights and equality for all races, and commemorates his life and accomplishments; and

Whereas the Senate mourns the loss of Mr. PERDUE (for himself, Mrs. LOEFFLER, Mr. MCCONNELL, Mr. SCHUMER, Mr. ALEXANDER, Ms. BALDWIN, Mr. BARRASSO, Mr. BENNET, Mrs. BLACKBURN, Mr. BLUMENTHAL, Mr. BLUNT, Mr. BOOKER, Mr. BOOZMAN, Mr. BRAYN, Mr. BROWN, Mt. BUKE, Ms. CANTWELL, Mrs. CAPITO, Mr. CARDIN, Mr. CARPER, Mr. CASEY, Mr. CASSIDY, Ms. COLLINS, Ms. COONS, Mr. CORNYN, Ms. CORTEZ MASTO, Mr. COTTON, Mr. CRAMER, Mr. CRAPO, Mr. CRUZ, Mr. DAINES, Ms. DUCKWORTH, Mr. DURBIN, Mr. ENZI, Ms. ESSENF, Mrs. FEINSTEIN, Mrs. FISCHER, Mr. GARDNER, Mrs. GILLIBRAND, Mr. GRAHAM, Mr. GRASSLEY, Ms. HARRIS, Ms. HASSAN, Mr. HAWLEY, Mr. HEINRICH, Mr. HIRONO, Mr. HORVEN, Mrs. HYDE-SMITH, Mr. IEPERS, Mr. JOHNSON, Mrs. KAIN, Mr. KENNEDY, Mr. KING, Ms. KLOBUCHAR, Mr. LANKFORD, Mr. LEARY, Mr. LEE, Mr. MANCHIN, Mr. MARKEY, Ms. MCSALLY, Mr. MENENDEZ, Mr. MERKLEY, Mr. MORA, Ms. MUKRAS, Mr. MURPHY, Mrs. MURRAY, Mr. PAUL, Mr. PAUL, Mr. PERDUE, Mr. RISCH, Mr. ROBERTS, Mr. ROMNEY, Ms. ROSEN, Mr. ROUNDS, Mr. RUBIO, Mr. SANDERS, Ms. SASSE, Mr. SCHATZ, Mr. SCOTT of Florida, Mr. SCOTT of South Carolina, Mrs. SHAREN, Mr. SHELY, Ms. SinEMA, Ms. SMITH, Mr. STABENOW, Mr. SULLIVAN, Mr. TESTER, Mr. THUNE, Mr. TILLIS, Mr. TOOMY, Mr. UDALL, Mr. VAN HOLLEN, Mr. WARNER, Ms. WARREN, Mr. WHITEHOUSE, Mr. WICKER, Mr. WYDEN, and Mr. YOUNG) submitted the following resolution, which was considered and agreed to:

S. Res. 660 页面
made his first passions preaching and ministry; Whereas John Lewis fought his first battle against segregation when he was just a teenager, authoring a petition for equal access to his local public library, where African Americans had paid for the construction of the facilities but were banned from checking out books; Whereas, before his 21st birthday, John Lewis established his commitment to “good trouble” by organizing sit-ins at segregated restaurants and theaters; Whereas John Lewis helped found the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, which advocated for civil disobedience and nonviolent resistance against segregation across the United States, bringing him to the forefront of the struggle of the United States for civil rights; Whereas John Lewis participated in the 1961 Freedom Rides, which were a series of trips that tested a new desegregation order of the Supreme Court; Whereas the bravery of John Lewis during “Bloody Sunday” led Congress to pass, and President Lyndon B. Johnson to sign into law, the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (52 U.S.C. 10301 et seq.), ensuring that African Americans have the right to fully participate in the democratic process in the United States; Whereas John Lewis faithfully served the city of Atlanta between 1977 and 1981, embodying his election night promise to “bring a sense of ethics and moral courage” to the Atlanta City Council; Whereas John Lewis faithfully served the 5th congressional district of Georgia in the House of Representatives between 1987 and 2020, serving as the “conscience of the Congress” by continuing his pursuit of justice; Whereas John Lewis fought his first battle against segregation when he was just a teenager, authoring a petition for equal access to his local public library, where African Americans had paid for the construction of the facilities but were banned from checking out books; Whereas, before his 21st birthday, John Lewis established his commitment to “good trouble” by organizing sit-ins at segregated restaurants and theaters; Whereas John Lewis helped found the Student Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, which advocated for civil disobedience and nonviolent resistance against segregation across the United States, bringing him to the forefront of the struggle of the United States for civil rights; Whereas John Lewis participated in the 1961 Freedom Rides, which were a series of trips that tested a new desegregation order of the Supreme Court; Whereas the bravery of John Lewis during “Bloody Sunday” led Congress to pass, and President Lyndon B. Johnson to sign into law, the Voting Rights Act of 1965 (52 U.S.C. 10301 et seq.), ensuring that African Americans have the right to fully participate in the democratic process in the United States; Whereas John Lewis faithfully served the city of Atlanta between 1977 and 1981, embodying his election night promise to “bring a sense of ethics and moral courage” to the Atlanta City Council; Whereas John Lewis faithfully served the 5th congressional district of Georgia in the House of Representatives between 1987 and 2020, serving as the “conscience of the Congress” by continuing his pursuit of justice and truth in the capital of the United States; and Whereas the Senate commends John Lewis for his life and for embodying the spirit of love and dignity through his unceasing advocacy for reconciliation, justice, and the equality of all mankind: Now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That—

(1) the Senate—

(A) has heard with profound sorrow and deep regret the announcement of the death of the Honorable John Lewis, a late Member of the House of Representatives; and
(B) respectfully requests that the Secretary of the Senate—

(1) communicate this resolution to the House of Representatives; and
(2) transmit an enrolled copy of this resolution to the family of John Lewis; and

(2) when the Senate adjourns today, it stand adjourned as a further mark of respect to the memory of the Honorable John Lewis.

SENATE RESOLUTION 661—RECOGNIZING THE IMPORTANCE OF INDEPENDENT LIVING FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES MADE POSSIBLE BY THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT OF 1990 AND CALLING FOR FURTHER ACTION TO STRENGTHEN HOME AND COMMUNITY LIVING FOR INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES

Mr. CASEY (for himself, Mr. BROWN, Mr. MARKEY, Ms. CANTWELL, Ms. BALDWIN, Mr. CHAMBLISS, Mr. CRYSTAL, Mr. WARNEN, Mrs. MURRAY, Mrs. FEINSTEIN, Mr. REED, Mr. BOOHER, Mr. WHITEHOUSE, Mr. JONES, Mr. VAN HOLLEN, Ms. HARRIS, Mr. SCHUMER, Mr. MENENDEZ, Mr. COONS, Ms. HIRONO, Mr. MERRKLEY, Ms. KLOBUCHAR, Mr. WYDEN, Mr. LEAHY, Ms. HASSAN, Ms. DUCKWORTH, Mr. CARDIN, Mr. SANDERS, Ms. STABENOW, Mr. MURPHY, Ms. SMITH, Mr. CARPER, Mr. MANCHIN, and Mrs. GILLIBRAND) submitted the following resolution; which was considered and agreed to:

S. RES. 661

Whereas, in enacting the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq.), Congress recognized that “historically, society has tended to isolate and segregate individuals with disabilities, and, despite some improvements, such forms of discrimination against individuals with disabilities continue to be a serious and pervasive social problem”; Whereas the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 recognized the rights of individuals with disabilities to live independently and with full participation in the mainstream of American life, to be integrated into all aspects of society and to be included in the general community, and to enjoy all the rights and benefits available to other citizens of the United States; Whereas the goal of National Public Health Week in 2020 is “NPHW @ 20: Looking Back, Moving Forward”; Whereas the theme for National Public Health Week in 2020 is to recognize the contributions of public health in—

(1) improving the health of the people of the United States; and
(2) achieving health equity; Whereas, as of the date of introduction of this resolution, the United States and the global community are responding to the COVID–19 pandemic, which requires support for—

(1) a robust public health workforce; (2) State, territorial, local, and Tribal health departments, health care workers, public health laboratories, and first responders; (3) diagnostic testing of new and potential COVID–19 cases and related information; (4) contact tracing; (5) increased availability of personal protective equipment; and (6) State Medicaid programs and community health centers to ensure care for vulnerable populations; (7) collaboration between the Federal Government, State and local governments, schools, businesses, and employers to support public health measures to decrease community spread of COVID–19; and

(8) investment in the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, which support infectious disease outbreak preparedness and critical public health infrastructure for State and local health departments and public health laboratories; Whereas, in 2018, the life expectancy for the population of the United States slightly increased for the first time in 4 years; Whereas many of the leading causes of death for individuals in the United States result from chronic conditions, which are among the most common, costly, and preventable of all health conditions;
Whereas there are significant differences in the health status of individuals living in the most healthy States and those living in the least healthy States, including differences in life expectancy rates, the prevalence of chronic disease, and the prevalence of infectious disease;

Whereas racial and ethnic minority populations in the United States continue to experience disparities in the burden of illness and death, as compared with the entire population of the United States;

Whereas violence is a leading cause of premature death, and it is estimated that more than 7 individuals per hour die a violent death in the United States;

Whereas deaths from homicides cost the economy of the United States billions of dollars, and the violence of homicides can cause social and emotional distress, community trauma, injury, disability, depression, anxiety, and post-traumatic stress disorder;

Whereas emergency department visits for suicidal thoughts or self-harm increased 25.5 percent between January 2017 and December 2018, with substantial increases occurring in younger age groups;

Whereas an estimated 1 in 7 children in the United States experiences child abuse and neglect, which imposes an annual lifetime economic burden of approximately $428,000,000,000 on the population of the United States;

Whereas, despite significant progress in reducing the infant mortality rate in the United States from a historic low of 5.8 infant deaths per 1,000 live births in 2017, the infant mortality rate in the United States greatly varies among States;

Whereas women die from pregnancy-related complications in the United States at a higher rate than in many other developed countries, contributing 48 percent of maternal deaths in the United States are preventable;

Whereas, although overall drug overdose deaths in the United States decreased 4.1 percent between 2017 and 2018, drug overdose deaths attributed to synthetic opioids, including fentanyl, increased by 10 percent during the same time period;

Whereas cigarette smoking is the leading cause of preventable disease and death in the United States, accounting for more than 480,000 deaths every year, including more than 41,000 deaths resulting from secondhand smoke;

Whereas the percentage of adults in the United States who smoke cigarettes has decreased from 20.9 percent of the population in 2005 to 13.7 percent of the population in 2018;

Whereas, according to data from the National Youth Tobacco Survey, between 2017 and 2019, e-cigarette use—

(1) more than doubled among high school students, rising from 11.7 percent to 27.5 percent; and

(2) tripled among middle school students, rising from 3.0 percent to 10.5 percent;

Whereas, in 2016, fine particulate air pollution led to more than 64,000 premature deaths in the United States, and Black and Hispanic minorities were disproportionately impacted;

Whereas public health organizations use the American Public Health Association's Healthy People 2030 for the United States to learn about the role of the public health system in improving health across the United States, Tribes, municipalities, local communities, and individuals in preventing disease and injury; and

(1) the number of cases, hospitalizations, and deaths associated with vaccine-preventable diseases; and

(2) health care costs associated with vaccine-preventable diseases;

Whereas each 10 percent increase in local public health spending contributes to a—

(1) 6.9 percent decrease in infant deaths;

(2) 2.2 percent decrease in deaths related to cardiovascular disease;

(3) 1.4 percent decrease in deaths due to diabetes; and

(4) 1.1 percent decrease in cancer-related deaths;

Whereas public health professionals help communities care for, mitigate, and recover from the impact of a full range of health threats, including—

(1) disease outbreaks, such as the COVID-19 pandemic;

(2) natural disasters, such as wildfires, flooding, and severe storms; and

(3) others disasters, including disasters caused by human activity and public health emergencies;

Whereas public health professionals collaborate with partners outside of the health sector, including city planners, transportation officials, education officials, and private sector businesses, recognizing that other sectors can influence health outcomes;

Whereas efforts to address the opioid epidemic in the United States, individuals are changing the way they care for their health by avoiding tobacco use, eating healthier, increasing physical activity, and seeking counseling for unintentional injuries at home and in the workplace; and

Whereas efforts to adequately support public health and the prevention of disease and injury can continue to transform a health system focused on treating illness into a health system focused on preventing disease and injury and promoting wellness; Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Senate—

(1) supports the goals and ideals of National Public Health Week;

(2) recognizes the efforts of public health professionals, the Federal Government, States, Tribes, municipalities, local communities, and individuals in preventing disease and injury;

(3) recognizes the role of public health in—

(A) preventing and responding to infectious disease outbreaks, such as the COVID-19 pandemic;

(B) mitigating short-term and long-term impacts of infectious disease outbreaks on the health and wellness of individuals in the United States;

(C) addressing social and other determinants of health, including health disparities experienced by minority populations; and

(D) improving the overall health of individuals and communities in the United States;

(4) encourages increased efforts and resources to—

(A) improve the health of individuals in the United States; and

(B) make the United States, in 1 generation, the healthiest nation in the world by—

(i) providing greater opportunities to improve community health and prevent disease and injury; and

(ii) strengthening the public health system in the United States; and

(5) encourages the people of the United States to learn about the role of the public health system in improving health across the United States.

AUTHORITY FOR COMMITTEES TO MEET

Mr. PERDUE. Mr. President, I have 9 requests for committees to meet during today's session of the Senate. They have the approval of the Majority and Minority leaders.

Pursuant to rule XXVI, paragraph 5(a), of the Standing Rules of the Senate, the following committees are authorized to meet during today's session of the Senate:

COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES

The Committee on Armed Services is authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Tuesday, July 28, 2020, at 9:30 a.m., to conduct a hearing.

COMMITTEE ON ARMED SERVICES

The Committee on Armed Services is authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Tuesday, July 28, 2020, at 2:30 p.m., to conduct a hearing on nominations.

COMMITTEE ON ENERGY AND NATURAL RESOURCES

The Committee on Energy and Natural Resources is authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Tuesday, July 28, 2020, at 10 a.m., to conduct a hearing.

COMMITTEE ON FINANCE

The Committee on Finance is authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Tuesday, July 28, 2020, at 10:15 a.m., to conduct a hearing.

COMMITTEE ON HOMELAND SECURITY AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

The Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs is authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Tuesday, July 28, 2020, at 10:30 a.m., to conduct a hearing.

SELECT COMMITTEE ON INTELLIGENCE

The Select Committee on Intelligence is authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Tuesday, July 28, 2020, at 2:30 p.m., to conduct a hearing.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON COMMUNICATION, TECHNOLOGY, INNOVATION, AND THE INTERNET

The Subcommittee on Communication, Technology, Innovation, and The Internet of the Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation is authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Tuesday, July 28, 2020, at 10 a.m., to conduct a hearing.

COMMITTEE ON HOMELAND SECURITY AND GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

The Subcommittee on Regulatory Affairs and Federal Management of the Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs is authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Tuesday, July 28, 2020, at 2:30 p.m., to conduct a hearing.

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

The Subcommittee on Intellectual Property of the Committee on the Judiciary is authorized to meet during the session of the Senate on Tuesday, July 28, 2020, at 10 a.m., to conduct a hearing.

SUPPORTING THE GOALS AND IDEALS OF NATIONAL PUBLIC HEALTH WEEK

Mr. CRAMER. Madam President, I ask unanimous consent that the Senate proceed to the consideration of S. Res. 662, submitted earlier today.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report the resolution by title.

The bill clerk read as follows:

A resolution (S. Res. 662) supporting the goals and ideals of National Public Health Week.

There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the resolution.

Mr. CRAMER. I know of no further debate on the measure.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there is no further debate, the question is on agreeing to the resolution.

The resolution (S. Res. 662) was agreed to.

Mr. CRAMER. Madam President, I ask unanimous consent that the preamble be agreed to and that the motions to reconsider be considered made and laid upon the table with no intervening action or debate.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The preamble was agreed to.

The resolution, with its preamble, is printed in today’s RECORD under “Submitted Resolutions.”

ANTITRUST CRIMINAL PENALTY ENHANCEMENT AND REFORM PERMANENT EXTENSION ACT

Mr. CRAMER. Madam President, I ask unanimous consent that the Senate proceed to the immediate consideration of S. 4346, introduced earlier today.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The clerk will report the bill by title.

The bill clerk read as follows:

A bill (S. 4346) to amend the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 to repeal the sunset provision.

There being no objection, the Senate proceeded to consider the bill.

Mr. CRAMER. I ask unanimous consent that the bill be considered read a third time.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

The bill was ordered to be engrossed for a third reading and was read the third time.

Mr. CRAMER. I know of no further debate on the bill.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. If there is no further debate, the question is, Shall the bill pass?

The bill (S. 4346) was passed, as follows:

S. 4346

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

This Act may be cited as the “Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Permanent Extension Act”.

SEC. 2. FINDINGS; PURPOSE.

(a) FINDINGS.—Congress finds the following:

(1) Conspiracies among competitors to fix prices, rig bids, and allocate markets are categorically and irredeemably anticompetitive and contravene the competition policy of the United States.

(2) Cooperation incentives are important to the efforts of the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice to prosecute and deter the offenses described in paragraph (1).

(b) PURPOSE.—The purpose of this Act, and the amendments made by this Act, is to discourage public and private antitrust enforcement by providing incentives for antitrust violators to cooperate fully with government prosecutors and private litigants throughout the repeal period of the sunset provision of the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 (15 U.S.C. 1 note)

SEC. 3. REPEAL OF SUNSET PROVISION.

(a) REPEAL.—Section 211 of the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 (15 U.S.C. 1 note) is repealed.

(b) TECHNICAL AND CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.—

(1) REVIVAL AND RESTORATION.—

(A) IN GENERAL.—Sections 212, 213, and 214 of the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 (15 U.S.C. 1 note) as in effect on June 21, 2020, and as amended by the laws described in subparagraph (B), are revived and restored.

(B) LAWS.—The laws described in this subparagraph are:


(ii) The Act entitled “An Act to amend the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 to extend the operation of such Act, and for other purposes”, approved June 9, 2010 (Public Law 111–90; 124 Stat. 1275).

(2) DEFINITIONS.—Section 212 of the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 (15 U.S.C. 1 note) is amended—

(A) by striking paragraph (6); and

(B) by redesignating paragraph (7) as paragraph (6).

(c) APPLICABILITY.—

(1) MARKERS AND AGREEMENTS BEFORE SUNSET.—Notwithstanding the repeal under subsection (a), section 211(b) of the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 (15 U.S.C. 1 note), as in effect on the day before the date of enactment of this Act, shall continue to apply to any person who received a marker or entered into an antitrust leniency agreement on or before June 22, 2020.

(2) MARKERS AND AGREEMENTS AFTER SUNSET.—The repeal under subsection (a) shall apply to any person who received a marker or entered into an antitrust leniency agreement on or after June 23, 2020.

Mr. CRAMER. I ask unanimous consent that the motion to reconsider be considered made and laid upon the table.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without objection, it is so ordered.

ORDERS FOR WEDNESDAY, JULY 29, 2020

Mr. CRAMER. Madam President, I ask unanimous consent that when the Senate completes its business today, it adjourn until 10 a.m., Wednesday, July 29, 2020, further, that following the prayer and pledge the morning hour be deemed expired, the Journal of proceedings be approved to date, the time for the two leaders be reserved for their use later in the day and morning business be closed; finally, that following leader remarks, the Senate proceed to executive session to resume consideration of the Kan nomination under the previous order.

ADJOURNMENT UNTIL 10 A.M. TOMORROW

Mr. CRAMER. Madam President, if there is no further business to come before the Senate, I ask unanimous consent that it stand adjourned under the provisions of S. Res. 660 as a further mark of respect for the late John Lewis, former Congressman for the State of Georgia.

There being no objection, under the previous order and pursuant to S. Res. 660, the Senate, at 6:59 p.m., adjourned until Wednesday, July 29, 2020, at 10 a.m.

NOMINATIONS

Executive nominations received by the Senate:

IN THE AIR FORCE

The following named officer for appointment in the permanent grade indicated in the United States Space Force under title 10, U.S.C. section 716:

To be major general


The following named officer for appointment in the permanent grade indicated in the United States Space Force under title 10, U.S.C. section 716:

To be major general

Maj. Gen. Stephen N. Whiting

The following named officer for appointment in the permanent grade indicated in the United States Space Force under title 10, U.S.C. section 716:

To be major general

Maj. Gen. Nina M. Armagno

The following named officer for appointment in the permanent grade indicated in the United States Space Force under title 10, U.S.C. section 716:

To be major general

Maj. Gen. Bradley C. Saltzman

The following named officer for appointment in the permanent grade indicated in the United States Space Force under title 10, U.S.C. section 716:

To be major general

Maj. Gen. Sam C. Barrett

The following named officer for appointment in the permanent grade indicated in the United States Space Force under title 10, U.S.C. section 716:

To be major general

Maj. Gen. Bradley C. Saltzman

The following named officer for appointment in the permanent grade indicated in the United States Space Force under title 10, U.S.C. section 716:

To be major general

Maj. Gen. Nina M. Armagno

The following named officer for appointment in the permanent grade indicated in the United States Space Force under title 10, U.S.C. section 716:

To be major general

Maj. Gen. Stephen N. Whiting

The following named officer for appointment in the permanent grade indicated in the United States Space Force under title 10, U.S.C. section 716:

To be major general


The following named officer for appointment in the permanent grade indicated in the United States Space Force under title 10, U.S.C. section 716:

To be major general

Maj. Gen. Bradley C. Saltzman

The following named officer for appointment in the permanent grade indicated in the United States Space Force under title 10, U.S.C. section 716:

To be major general

Maj. Gen. Nina M. Armagno

The following named officer for appointment in the permanent grade indicated in the United States Space Force under title 10, U.S.C. section 716:

To be major general

Maj. Gen. Stephen N. Whiting

The following named officer for appointment in the permanent grade indicated in the United States Space Force under title 10, U.S.C. section 716:

To be major general


The following named officer for appointment in the permanent grade indicated in the United States Space Force under title 10, U.S.C. section 716:

To be major general

Maj. Gen. Bradley C. Saltzman

The following named officer for appointment in the permanent grade indicated in the United States Space Force under title 10, U.S.C. section 716:

To be major general

Maj. Gen. Nina M. Armagno

The following named officer for appointment in the permanent grade indicated in the United States Space Force under title 10, U.S.C. section 716:

To be major general

Maj. Gen. Stephen N. Whiting
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To be colonel
LAURA A. KING
THE FOLLOWING NAMED INDIVIDUAL FOR APPOINTMENT TO THE GRADE INDICATED IN THE REGULAR AIR FORCE UNDER TITLE 10, U.S.C., SECTION 531:

To be lieutenant colonel
ISMAEL H. SOTO RIVAS
IN THE ARMY
THE FOLLOWING NAMED INDIVIDUAL FOR APPOINTMENT TO THE GRADE INDICATED IN THE RESERVE OF THE ARMY UNDER TITLE 10, U.S.C., SECTION 12203:

To be colonel
ALEXANDER V. HARLAMOR
THE FOLLOWING NAMED OFFICER FOR APPOINTMENT TO THE GRADE INDICATED IN THE RESERVE OF THE ARMY UNDER TITLE 10, U.S.C., SECTION 12203:

To be colonel
KEITH A. MOORE

To be colonel
LEROY CARR III
THE FOLLOWING NAMED OFFICER FOR APPOINTMENT TO THE GRADE INDICATED IN THE RESERVE OF THE ARMY UNDER TITLE 10, U.S.C., SECTION 12203:

To be colonel
CHERRYANN M. JOSEPH
THE FOLLOWING NAMED OFFICER FOR APPOINTMENT TO THE GRADE INDICATED IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY UNDER TITLE 10, U.S.C., SECTION 624:

To be major
DANA M. MURPHY

CONFIRMATIONS
Executive nominations confirmed by the Senate July 28, 2020:

DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
DANA T. WADE, OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, TO BE AN ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT.

THE JUDICIARY
DAVID CLEVELAND JOSEPH, OF LOUISIANA, TO BE UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF LOUISIANA.
Tuesday, July 28, 2020
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Routine Proceedings, pages S1415–S4551

Measures Introduced: Sixteen bills and four resolutions were introduced, as follows: S. 4333–4348, and S. Res. 659–662.

Measures Passed:

Representative John Lewis: Senate agreed to S. Res. 660, honoring and commemorating the life and legacy of Representative John Lewis.

Independent living for individuals with disabilities: Senate agreed to S. Res. 661, recognizing the importance of independent living for individuals with disabilities made possible by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and calling for further action to strengthen home and community living for individuals with disabilities.

National Public Health Week: Senate agreed to S. Res. 662, supporting the goals and ideals of National Public Health Week.

Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Permanent Extension Act: Senate passed S. 4346, to amend the Antitrust Criminal Penalty Enhancement and Reform Act of 2004 to repeal the sunset provision.

Kan, Kaplan, and McFerran Nominations—Agreement: A unanimous-consent agreement was reached providing that notwithstanding the provisions of Rule XXII, Senate vote on the motion to invoke cloture on the nomination of Derek Kan, of California, to be Deputy Director of the Office of Management and Budget, at 11:30 a.m., on Wednesday, July 29, 2020; that if cloture is invoked on the nomination of Derek Kan, the post-cloture time expire at 2:45 p.m., on Wednesday, July 29, 2020; that the motions to invoke cloture with respect to the nomination of Marvin Kaplan, of Kansas, to be a Member of the National Labor Relations Board, ripen following disposition of the nomination of Derek Kan, and if cloture is invoked on the nomination of Marvin Kaplan, the post-cloture time expire at 4:45 p.m., on Wednesday, July 29, 2020; and that the motion to invoke cloture with respect to the nomination of Lauren McGarity McFerran, of the District of Columbia, to be a Member of the National Labor Relations Board, ripen at 11:30 a.m., on Thursday, July 30, 2020, and if cloture is invoked on the nomination of Lauren McGarity McFerran, the post-cloture time expire at 1:30 p.m., on Thursday, July 30, 2020.

A unanimous-consent agreement was reached providing that at approximately 10 a.m., on Wednesday, July 29, 2020, Senate resume consideration of the nomination of Derek Kan, of California, to be Deputy Director of the Office of Management and Budget.

Nominations Confirmed: Senate confirmed the following nominations:

By 55 yeas to 42 nays (Vote No. EX. 145), David Cleveland Joseph, of Louisiana, to be United States District Judge for the Western District of Louisiana.

During consideration of this nomination today, Senate also took the following action:

By 55 yeas to 42 nays (Vote No. EX. 143), Senate agreed to the motion to close further debate on the nomination.

By 57 yeas to 40 nays (Vote No. EX. 146), Dana T. Wade, of the District of Columbia, to be an Assistant Secretary of Housing and Urban Development.

During consideration of this nomination today, Senate also took the following action:

By 57 yeas to 40 nays (Vote No. EX. 144), Senate agreed to the motion to close further debate on the nomination.

Nominations Received: Senate received the following nominations:

1 Air Force nomination in the rank of general.
8 Space Force nominations in the rank of general.
Routine lists in the Air Force, and Army.

Executive Communications:

Executive Reports of Committees:

Additional Cosponsors:

Statements on Introduced Bills/Resolutions:
Committee Meetings

(Business not listed did not meet)

BUSINESS MEETING

Committee on Armed Services: Committee ordered favorably reported 3,475 nominations in the Army, Navy, and Air Force.

NOMINATIONS

Committee on Armed Services: Committee concluded a hearing to examine the nominations of Lieutenant General D. VanHerck, USAF, to be general and Commander, United States Northern Command/Commander, North American Aerospace Defense Command, and General James H. Dickinson, USA, to be general and Commander, United States Space Command, after the nominees testified and answered questions in their own behalf.

PACT ACT AND SECTION 230

Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation: Subcommittee on Communications, Technology, Innovation, and the Internet concluded a hearing to examine the PACT Act and Section 230, focusing on the impact of the law that helped create the internet and an examination of proposed reforms for today's online world, after receiving testimony from former Representative Chris Cox; Jeff Kosseff, Assistant Professor, Cyber Science Department, United States Naval Academy; Olivier Sylvain, Fordham Law School, New York, New York; and Elizabeth Banker, Internet Association, Washington, D.C.

CARBON DIOXIDE MANAGEMENT TECHNOLOGIES

Committee on Energy and Natural Resources: Committee concluded a hearing to examine the development and deployment of large-scale carbon dioxide management technologies in the United States, including technological and natural carbon removal, carbon utilization, and carbon storage, after receiving testimony from Steven E. Winberg, Assistant Secretary of Energy for Fossil Energy; Ernest J. Moniz, and Joseph Hezir, both of the Energy Futures Initiative, Shannon Angielski, Carbon Utilization Research Council, and Sasha Mackler, Bipartisan Policy Center, all of Washington, D.C.; and S. Julio Friedmann, Columbia University Center on Global Energy, Livermore, California.

COVID–19 MEDICAL SUPPLY CHAIN

Committee on Finance: Committee concluded a hearing to examine protecting the reliability of the United States medical supply chain during the COVID–19 pandemic, after receiving testimony from Soraya Correa, Chief Procurement Officer, Thomas F. Overacker, Executive Director, Cargo and Conveyance Security, Customs and Border Protection, and Steve Francis, Assistant Director for Global Trade Investigations Division, and Director of the National Intellectual Property Rights Coordination Center, Homeland Security Investigations, Immigration and Customs Enforcement, all of the Department of Homeland Security.

COVID–19 FINANCIAL RELIEF

Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs: Committee concluded an oversight hearing to examine COVID–19 financial relief packages, after receiving testimony from former Senator Phil Gramm; Danielle Brian, Project on Government Oversight, and Maya MacGuineas, Committee for a Responsible Federal Budget, both of Washington, D.C.; Veronique de Rugy, George Mason University Mercatus Center, Arlington, Virginia; and Neil M. Barofsky, Jenner and Block, LLP, New York, New York.

MODERNIZING TELEWORK

Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs: Subcommittee on Regulatory Affairs and Federal Management concluded a hearing to examine modernizing telework, focusing on a review of private sector telework policies during the COVID–19 pandemic, after receiving testimony from Sean Morris, Deloitte Consulting LLP, Roslyn, Virginia; T. Lane Wilson, The Williams Companies, Tulsa, Oklahoma; Michael Ly, Reconciled, Burlington, Vermont; and John Zanni, Acronis SCS, Scottsdale, Arizona.

DMCA

Committee on the Judiciary: Subcommittee on Intellectual Property concluded a hearing to examine how the DMCA contemplates limitations and exceptions like fair use, after receiving testimony from Sherwin Siy, Wikimedia Foundation, Christopher A. Mohr, Software and Information Industry Association, and Matthew T. Sanderson, Caplin and Drysdale, all of...
House of Representatives

Chamber Action

The House was not in session today. The House is scheduled to meet at 9 a.m. on Wednesday, July 29, 2020.

Committee Meetings

THERE’S SOMETHING IN THE WATER: REFORMING OUR NATION’S DRINKING WATER STANDARDS

Committee on Energy and Commerce: Subcommittee on Environment and Climate held a hearing entitled “There’s Something in the Water: Reforming Our Nation’s Drinking Water Standards”. Testimony was heard from public witnesses.

VOTING RIGHTS AND ELECTION ADMINISTRATION IN THE U.S. VIRGIN ISLANDS AND OTHER TERRITORIES

Committee on House Administration: Subcommittee on Elections held a hearing entitled “Voting Rights and Election Administration in the U.S. Virgin Islands and Other Territories”. Testimony was heard from Representatives González-Colón of Puerto Rico, Plaskett, Sablan, and San Nicolas; and public witnesses.

OVERSIGHT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Committee on the Judiciary: Full Committee held a hearing entitled “Oversight of the Department of Justice”. Testimony was heard from William P. Barr, Attorney General, Department of Justice.

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS ABOUT THE US PARK POLICE’S JUNE 1 ATTACK ON PEACEFUL PROTESTERS AT LAFAYETTE SQUARE

Committee on Natural Resources: Full Committee held a hearing entitled “Unanswered Questions About the US Park Police’s June 1 Attack on Peaceful Pro-
Member designated in the report, shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for the time specified in the report equally divided and controlled by the proponent and an opponent, may be withdrawn by the proponent at any time before the question is put thereon, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. Section 3 of the rule provides that at any time after debate the chair of the Committee on Appropriations or her designee may offer amendments en bloc consisting of further amendments printed in part B of the Rules Committee report not earlier disposed of. Amendments en bloc shall be considered as read, shall be debatable for 30 minutes equally divided and controlled by the chair and ranking minority member of the Committee on Appropriations or their designees, shall not be subject to amendment, and shall not be subject to a demand for division of the question. The rule waives all points of order against the amendments printed in part B of the Rules Committee report and amendments en bloc described in section 3. The rule provides that during consideration of the amendments described in sections 2 and 3, it shall not be in order to use a decrease in Overseas Contingency Operations funds to offset an amendment that increases an appropriation not designated as Overseas Contingency Operations funds or vice versa. The rule provides one motion to recommit with or without instructions. Testimony was heard from Representatives Visclosky, Serrano, Kaptur, Quigley, Roybal-Allard, DeLauro, Price of North Carolina, Calvert, Aderholt, Simpson, Graves of Georgia, Fleischmann, Diaz-Balart, Blumenauer, Heck, Jackson Lee, Bishop of North Carolina, Burgess, Cole, Gallagher, Grothman, Keller, Mast, Gianforte, and Smith of New Jersey.

THE ROLE OF TECHNOLOGY IN COUNTERING TRAFFICKING IN PERSONS

Committee on Science, Space, and Technology: Subcommittee on Investigations and Oversight; and Subcommittee on Research and Technology held a joint hearing entitled “The Role of Technology in Countering Trafficking in Persons”. Testimony was heard from public witnesses.

EXPERIENCES OF VULNERABLE POPULATIONS DURING DISASTER

Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure: Subcommittee on Economic Development, Public Buildings, and Emergency Management held a hearing entitled “Experiences of Vulnerable Populations During Disaster”. Testimony was heard from public witnesses.

SOLVING THE CLIMATE CRISIS: BUILDING A VIBRANT AND JUST CLEAN ENERGY ECONOMY

Select Committee on the Climate Crisis: Full Committee held a hearing entitled “Solving the Climate Crisis: Building a Vibrant and Just Clean Energy Economy”. Testimony was heard from public witnesses.

Joint Meetings

No joint committee meetings were held.

COMMITTEE MEETINGS FOR WEDNESDAY, JULY 29, 2020

(Committee meetings are open unless otherwise indicated)

Senate

Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs: to hold hearings to examine the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s semi-annual report to Congress, 10 a.m., WEBEX.

Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation: to hold hearings to examine building a stronger and more resilient seafood sector, 10 a.m., SR–253.

Committee on Environment and Public Works: to hold hearings to examine lessons learned from remote working during COVID–19, focusing on if the government can maximize use of leased space, 10 a.m., SD–106.

Committee on Finance: to hold hearings to examine WTO reform, focusing on making global rules work for global challenges, 10:15 a.m., SD–215.

Committee on Foreign Relations: business meeting to consider the nominations of Natalie E. Brown, of Nebraska, to be Ambassador to the Republic of Uganda, Sandra E. Clark, of Maryland, to be Ambassador to Burkina Faso, William Ellison Grayson, of California, to be Ambassador to the Republic of Estonia, Joseph Manso, of New York, for the rank of Ambassador during his tenure of service as United States Representative to the Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons, Richard M. Mills, Jr., of Texas, to be the Deputy Representative of the United States of America to the United Nations, with the rank and status of Ambassador and the Deputy Representative of the United States of America to the Security Council of the United Nations, and to be Representative of the United States of America to the Sessions of the General Assembly of the United Nations, during his tenure of service as Deputy Representative of the United States of America to the United Nations, Henry T. Wooster, of Virginia, to be Ambassador to the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, William W. Popp, of Missouri, to be Ambassador to the Republic of Guatemala, Aldona Z. Wos, of North Carolina, to be Ambassador to Canada, C.J. Mahoney, of Kansas, to be Legal Adviser, Leora Rosenberg Levy, of Connecticut, to be Ambassador to the Republic of Chile, Carlos Trujillo, of Florida, to be an Assistant Secretary (Western Hemisphere Affairs), Lisa S. Kenna, of Vermont, to be Ambassador to the Republic of Peru, Marshall Billingslea, of Virginia, to be Under
Secretary for Arms Control and International Security, and promotion lists in the Foreign Service, all of the Department of State, Jason Myung-Ik Chung, of Virginia, to be the United States Director of the Asian Development Bank, with the rank of Ambassador, J. Steven Dowd, of Virginia, to be an Assistant Administrator, and Jenny A. McGee, of Texas, to be an Associate Administrator, both of the of the United States Agency for International Development, 9 a.m., SR–325.

Committee on Indian Affairs: business meeting to consider S. 1161, to support the education of Indian children, S. 2165, to enhance protections of Native American tangible cultural heritage, S. 2610, to reauthorize certain programs under the Office of Indian Energy Policy and Programs of the Department of Energy, S. 2716, to amend the Grand Ronde Reservation Act, S. 2891, to require the Secretary of the Interior to establish Tribal Wildlife Corridors, S. 2912, to direct the Secretary of the Interior to take certain land located in Pinal County, Arizona, into trust for the benefit of the Gila River Indian Community, S. 3019, to protect access to water for all Montanans, S. 3044, to amend the American’s Water Infrastructure Act of 2018 to expand the Indian reservation drinking water program, S. 3099, to provide for the conveyance of certain property to the Southeast Alaska Regional Health Consortium located in Sitka, Alaska, S. 3100, to convey land in Anchorage, Alaska, to the Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium, S. 3650, to amend the Indian Health Care Improvement Act to deem employees of urban Indian organizations as part of the Public Health Service for certain purposes, and S. 3948, to amend the Alyce Spotted Bear and Walter Soboleff Commission on Native Children Act to extend the deadline for a report by the Alyce Spotted Bear and Walter Soboleff Commission on Native Children; to be immediately followed by an oversight hearing to examine how to safely reopen Bureau of Indian Education schools, focusing on preparing to head back to class, 2:30 p.m., SD–628.

Committee on the Judiciary: to hold hearings to examine the nominations of J. Philip Calabrese, and James Ray Knepp II, both to be a United States District Judge for the Northern District of Ohio, Aileen Mercedes Cannon, to be United States District Judge for the Southern District of Florida, Toby Crouse, to be United States District Judge for the District of Kansas, and Michael Jay Newman, to be United States District Judge for the Southern District of Ohio, 10 a.m., SD–226.

Committee on Veterans’ Affairs: to hold hearings to examine VA telehealth during and beyond COVID–19, focusing on challenges and opportunities in rural America, 2 p.m., SD–G50.

Select Committee on Intelligence: closed business meeting to consider pending intelligence matters; to be immediately followed by a closed hearing to examine certain intelligence matters, 2 p.m., SVC–217.

House

Committee on Armed Services, Subcommittee on Military Personnel, hearing entitled "An Epidemic of Fear: Sexual Harassment and Retaliation in the Military. Is it a crisis at Fort Hood?", 10 a.m., 2118 Rayburn and Webex.

Committee on Energy and Commerce, Subcommittee on Health, hearing entitled “Improving Access to Care: Legislation to Reauthorize Key Public Health Programs”, 10 a.m., Webex.

Committee on Foreign Affairs, Full Committee, markup on H.R. 7682, the “Sudan Democratic Transition, Accountability, and Fiscal Transparency Act of 2020”; H.R. 7276, the “East Africa Locust Eradication Act”; H.R. 6534, the “Securing America From Epidemics Act”; H.R. 4644, the “Libya Stabilization Act”; H.R. 5517, the “Gandhi-King Scholarly Exchange Initiative Act”; H.R. 5586, the “Haiti Development, Accountability, and Institutional Transparency Initiative Act”; H. Res. 1062, affirming the nature and importance of the United States-Iraq bilateral relationship, including security and economic components of the relationship; H.R. 3331, the “Countering Hizballah in Lebanon’s Military Act of 2019”; H.R. 7703, the “Caribbean Basin Security Initiative Authorization Act”; H. Res. 1033, condemning acts by the People’s Republic of China and the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region that violate fundamental rights and freedoms of Hong Kong residents as well as acts that undermine Hong Kong’s high degree of autonomy; H.R. 7805, the “Stop Predatory Organ Trafficking Act of 2020”; and H.R. 7623, the “Passport Backlog Elimination Act”, 10 a.m., 2172 Rayburn and Webex.

Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations, hearing entitled “Diversity and Diplomacy: Assessing the State Department’s Record in Promoting Diversity and Inclusion”, 2 p.m., 2172 Rayburn and Webex.


Committee on Natural Resources, Full Committee, markup on S. 294, the “Native American Business Incubators Program Act”; H.R. 1031, the “Pala Band of Mission Indians Land Transfer Act of 2019”; H.R. 1267, the “B–47 Ridge Designation Act”; H. Res. 3682, the “Land Grant and Acequia Traditional Use Recognition and Consultation Act”; H. Res. 3879, the “SOAR Act”; H.R. 4299, the “Data Preservation Act of 2019”; H.R. 4888, to amend the Grand Ronde Reservation Act, and for other purposes; H.R. 5040, the “Aerial Incursion Repercussion Safety Act of 2019”; H.R. 6237, the “Proper and Reimbursed Care for Native Veterans Act”; H.R. 6535, to deem an urban Indian organization and employees thereof to be a part of the Public Health Service for the purposes
of certain claims for personal injury, and for other purposes; H.R. 6636, the “National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Sexual Harassment and Assault Prevention Improvements Act of 2020”; H.R. 7045, to require the Secretary of Agriculture to conduct a study on lands that could be included in a National Forest in Hawai‘i, and for other purposes; H.R 7119, the “Alaska Native Tribal Health Consortium Land Transfer Act of 2020”; and H.R. 7489, the “Long Bridge Act of 2020”, 10 a.m., 2167 Rayburn and Webex.

Committee on Oversight and Reform, Full Committee, hearing entitled “Counting Every Person: Safeguarding the 2020 Census Against the Trump Administration’s Unconstitutional Attacks”, 9:30 a.m., 2154 Rayburn and Webex.

Committee on Veterans’ Affairs, Subcommittee on Health, hearing entitled “Who’s in Charge? Examining Oversight of State Veterans Homes During the COVID–19 Pandemic”, 10 a.m., HVC–210 and Webex.

Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence, Full Committee, business meeting on Authorizing Member Access Requests to review classified documents, 11 a.m., HVC–304 (Hearing Room).

Joint Meetings

Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe: to hold hearings to examine human rights at home, focusing on values made visible, 10 a.m., WEBCAST.
Next Meeting of the SENATE
10 a.m., Wednesday, July 29

Senate Chamber

Program for Wednesday: Senate will resume consideration of the nomination of Derek Kan, of California, to be Deputy Director of the Office of Management and Budget, and vote on the motion to invoke cloture thereon at 11:30 a.m. If cloture is invoked on the nomination, Senate will vote on confirmation thereon at 2:45 p.m.

Following disposition of the nomination of Derek Kan, Senate will vote on the motion to invoke cloture on the nomination of Marvin Kaplan, of Kansas, to be a Member of the National Labor Relations Board. If cloture is invoked on the nomination, Senate will vote on confirmation thereon at 4:45 p.m.

Next Meeting of the HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
9 a.m., Wednesday, July 29

House Chamber

Program for Wednesday: To be announced.